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. Undcr contract No 71/17,';> betweell DREE ·(Directio~ des Recherches et Hoyens d' ~sais;
Vinistère des Armées, Paris) and onSTOM (Office de la Recherche Scient~fique et
Technique Outre-N·er, Paris), the senior author is responsible for the implementation .
of a geograph:tcal information system in plain language lead.ing to nonparametric
s tati s ti cal analysis.
1\ package of file handling pro,g-.cam~ hnve been running satisfactorily ~ince 1969 rTi th only
minor modifications - SU9h as an increased number of variables or.a diversifi·ed output.
Programs were '!-Tri tten in Fortran V by André Giey of the REnIE INFOilliATIQUE company.
As a complement to this implEm~nted pack;age, repertoires haye been developed by
.A'na Garcia. Cornez in a ntmlber of dom~ns: ISCC-NDS' Calors,. Soluble sa~ts, Spatial,
and temporal.referencing, Soil ~es, Ruman environment,Vegetation, Soi1 horizons,
. Geomorphological and hydro19gical environment. Sorne repertoires are bilingual,
Spanish - French and one is trilingual, Filglish - Spanish - French•
.A11 fonner statistical programs '\-Tere ahandoned a fe"T years ago to a.void norma~ity
assumptions. Sorne nonpnrametric l'rogrruns weJ;'e deyeloped since.
ORSTOH has a tenninal ORro THF J4? card readér and line l'l'inter, linked by
a 4500 bauds line to a 192 K UNIVA·C 1108 computer of S.TAD in Paiis~ This same computer
supports :.ro other terminaIs. Users have access to 106 K for the moment, but a
fourth 6t1 K bank is ta be installed soon•.
The pUI1Jose of this work is to extend the geographica1 soil infonnation system to
the vocabulary of ERTS descril'tOrs.
The authors wish to express their indebtedness te. Dr. Verger, EPIIE, for .furnishing
, .
his mm F.RTS-l image descril'tor forros. Authors Wüuld aclmowledge, wi th thanks,
rece:i.pt of a laree number of such forms, from different countries, to evaluate
application of other statistical tests ..
, ..
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Chapter 1
The Earth Resources Vocabulary
In accordance wi th paragraph. 3g of the "Provisions for "Participation in the
NASA }}trth Resources Technology Satellite", aU principal investig~tors funlish
completed image descrip~or forms to Goddard Space 1night Cantei' wi thin four ..
weeks after e8.ch receipt· of Retum BeBm Vidicon (REV) and Multispectral •
Scanner (MSS) images.
\' .
A list of the descriptors appear.s on' pages 4-15 and 4-16 of ERTS UsersIIandbook,
. .
under table 4-:-2 ":Ehrth Rcsources Vocabularyll. A fev' examples of desc.riptors
are: bay-head beach, coastal 'dune, railroad. The list is alphabetical and'.
comprises more than 3êO descriptors.
Extendi.ng our GIDGRAPmCAL information system to the Earth ResourGes Vocabulary
has ilù tiated recently. Provision ''TaS made for 9 types of. products (bands):
RBVl,. RBV2, RBD, }lSS4, MSSS, r·mSq, NSS7, NSS roLOR aJNP08ITE,
RBV OOI.OR OOHPOSITE.
rn'l'S :rnta Usera Handbook, (1971). fucument No 71SD4249, GoE.C. Space Division,.
~hiladelplùa.





















































































































































































































































































]vr J.:-:l(COli t 'If) S T
r.laJr l'cdinlcnt· 5.11:11(: Dorne Terraee
Marsh l'ediplain Saline Soil Tillai Iï.!t
:--'lJssif l'ell!:plain Sail T·id.ll W;II'e
I,blure Stream l'ellin~lIla S.llt fiat Tidal W~I'e Oamaee
:\lal:Jre Ve~clation Pernu Frost Salt r.\ush Thrust Fault
r,ieadol'o'l.lnd Pietllnont Sand Dune (use Dune) Timuerline
Meolnder l'iec!mont PI.lin Savanliah Tobaeeo
I>lesa (IJS~ Buae) Peidl110nt Searp Sear Tombola
r,ieteor Cr.!trr ,l'icI' (use Jelly) Scaltered Clouds TôrnJ.do
r.:elcorol"gy l'inliacle Serub TornJdo [)JIll~ge
r.iclrupolit::n Arca Plain Sca Toweril1ti (I,muli
r.lierowal'e DaIa Used l'lankcon B100rn Se.l Grass Transverse Fault.
1,1illet l'late.lu Sea Wall Tr;,nsl'crse V.l!ley
r.iine l'laya Seeond.uy· front Trl'llis~r1 Drainage
Monoclinal Valley Play.t Lake Sediment Trenell
r.iurainal Delta Plowed Field Sha!low Water ' Tribll,ar)'
1.1orainal Lake l'und (use Lzk~) Shicld . Tsun;uilÎ
~~or,line Potato';s Shipyard TSllnami l}aIDage
MUll!ltain Prairie Shoal Tllndra
l,lud Pre~sure Ridge Silt Typhoon
Mud fiat Protozoaris Sink Typhoon Dalllage
/liuskeg C) Sialh U
'" Slick
';)..T Quarry' Smog up\'1cifing
Nappe RJ Smoke Uruan ArcaÏ':unatak RadL.1 Drainage Pattern Snow
1
0 R.lilroad Snow Paek VRain f orest Soil Valley
Oasis Raised Reef Soybean Vegetation
Gats Rall&(!land Split Vineyard
Occluded front Rapids Sprint: Vok;lIlO
1
Oceallor.r.lphy R:lI'Înc (use' Valley) SC]u,lil Lille
Oil Field r~cet.1nguIM Dr<:inage Sta l ionaï,/ Front VVOil Slick Red Tille Step faull \'hdi (use Arroyo)OP~11 Pit ~I' inc Reef Steppe
Orehard Rcscn'oir (use l.ake) Stoss·and·Lee TcipOEr<lphy \\rMlTl f ron tWa','eOrographie Cloud r~eSi~el1liJI Arca StrJit Whuf (use J9lty) ~ '.Qutlct Rctro!lressive.5I1orelfne Str~th
Outlier Riec StreJr11 XY I"'"Outw.lsh Plain Ridge Suburboltl Arca ._ _:LI
P Rift Sugar !:celrWt V;tlley SugM Cane
P~r .111cl Drainage Riv~r Swallljl (use Marsh) '.
Park Ruad (use Highway) Synclinal Valley
p~ss (u5e GJp) RUl10ff Syncline
..pasture Rural Arca Syncli/lorium
Rust
C=-:GINI\L




The Repertoire Oonçept .
A repel~oire is.the esseritial module of our system. Three parts are included in
a repertoire, under separate control cards, even if preparation i8 progres8ing:
simu1taneo~slyunc1er the three ne[ldings.
Part ;'!EL . List of alphabetical codes for the varia.bles;
Part *N' Names 'of the variar/las;
Part *}~ F.q1.Ùvalencies data in plain laneuage :c variable code = data coùe.













for tho order of appearance in the repertoire
ordering starts ,n. th letter A for each type of variable
AA BA CA FA
AB BB OB PB
• • • •
• • ..
• • • •
AZ nz CZ FZ




of a given type exceeds 26
AM BA! Cil FM
AllA BEA CBA FBA·
• • • •












Important: The total number of variables' must 'not exceed 500 •..Codes are }1unched
sequentialJ.y, w.i. thout separator, from column 1 to 80 •
Part *N Nmaes of tile variables.1'-
Thore i8 one card 'for each name. The name is left-justified in col. 1-67 • Only five
special signs are valid .. ' 3E. t . / ~.
- Thene signs have the sarne punching codes on a11 machines. No separators are used.
Of course, a11 narnes must differ. These names, or the corresponding codes of part .Œ,
will be used for selecti.on purposes.
. .
Part *"E Equivalencies' data in plain language == variable code == data code. .'
~~~~may contain five special signs only. * / ta
avoid compatibili ty problems•. Data lene-th cun r~ge from 1 ta 150 characters '01'





DUI-TE ptmched col" 1-4. in pal't ,iN 18 punchod .Du!rF}:AI.F=l. in col. 1-12 of
Variable code iD tho srune as und~r control card s~L
~
This code may 1)0 deleted and no blanle space 1s left bet\;een the tvro equali ty
Bif,.'ll3 - ,aftel' the first data, "hon variahle is nominal, ordinal, or intervaL
.2DEn 1'1=2.
Data codo 13 nlwD.:']"s posi'lj,ve and in the 14 fonnat. For binéll'Y var.i.ables, :data is
~~."V"'...............
unique Md equals 1. No input of zero data.
1'xan1ple: .. ))TJlm-=AI1!bl.
For nominal, ordinal, and interval vllJ.?-alJ1es, zero data ia requested 11hon
meanilJS"full.
one eq.uiv~lei1cy i8 rrpecifioçl on each card, ,althou[;h this io not mnndato:cy.· The first
~ljuivalency of the r(~p~':l'toire i3 noi; precüdcd by a pel'iod; the last one of the
rc-pertoü'e in precedeù hy'a poriod and folloHGd by t'Wu per.iods.
A' double rerl.od is no,", and "l:llOn used betl-reûn subseto of equivalE'ncies to have the
~'escrl'p:t~.i.oilG ~ubdivided into paro.gruphs. Thirl;y. pnragraphs are acccpted.
vlhen t,·ro tonns, or more, of a binary variable are follol'Ted in the reportoire by the
Sl3lTIe nllL'l1érical code, all are accepted. for input o The one "rl)ich' is used will appear on
the output listing '0~en the description is insertcd on tape o . The first one of thcse
"synOriymS" is aJ.i.œ,ys used ta print the descriptions.
tr11 t' d c' CQ·)t";yann no "'0)'0 than 60 000 UNIVAC vjords fro.:i\ card ;~1 -'co the1.11e r8!)01' '0.1 rc 0 le ,f• .<w... 'l~ - ... .'
/





1 . 2. 3 4' 5 6
12345678901234567890123L~56789012345678901234567890123456789012
"RUN,G ORSIDA,TPC)l60,ORSTOM . 026 OR 029




R E P E R TOI RED ECK
*FTN·
·"FIN
Thisexamp1e meat:J.s repertoire No 140174 i8 10adecl for the first time (*.p) on tape
No. 155 (E) w.i. th the repertoire program in abso1ute version RGX on Fastran~•
. O~ n1euns ORSTOH and TP remote batch processing.










NUnlber of variables exceeds 500 •
Nurnerical code j.s no·t in the 14 format.
No data for a given variable.
'An equal sign is' missing.
Non-announced alphabetical code in an equivalence sentençe.
Discrepancy be)Cl'Teen the mllnber of codes and the number of variables.
Control card :r~N is missing.
Unlmmm control cardo
. .
. Vlhen this happens, corrections are introduced and the whole file i8 re~. loading i8
satisfaetory when li.sting ends on 3EFIN
. lOAD 155 E
2 5
Updati.n(.; ,the repe;rtoire is easy, as control cards are fevT. Once again) two tapes are
used in flip-flop mode. The repertoi!e card has the sarne reference number and ia
followed by a modification cardo
SYSTEM AND PRO GRAM CONTROL CARDS
. __ N _
MOOIFY THE: REPERTOIRE
----------------~~--_.
,1 2 3 4 .5 6
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012'
"RUN9G OR'SIDA9TPOI6P\lORSTO~J\ . , 026 o.8_Q?:.~





M 0 0 IF 1 EOR E p. E R T b 1 RED ECK .
. *FIN'
,"FIN
, Should modification 'abort ~~ an error code,; another run after corrections'is needed.
As expected, the system offers translation· capabilities. Aneqluvalent repertoire,
in a forei{;TI language, is inserted ~der.its ovm reference n'Ll!llber wi th control card *1 .
SYSTEM AND.PROGRAM CONTROL CARDS
INSERT A TRANSLATEOREPERTOIRE
----------~-~---~-------------








T R ANS LAT E D 'R E·P E R TOI R E· 0 ECK
*FIN
'''FIN
The number of equivalent repe'rtpires h~s no limite
2 6
.'
To complete this chapterJ let us mention anothcr fl.1nction 1vhich can be usecf to




1 2 ' 3 4 56
, 1234567890123'+567'89012345678901234567890 1234567890·123 i>56789012
"RlJN,G ORSIDA 9 TP016090RSTOM

















F C/\CCiiDC/\ EC M-CJ\t;CI\HCI\ I CAJC~\I<Ct\Lr:AI'!C/I NCI\OC;\PC AnCAf~C L\SC.t\ TCr-.UCA VCA l'ICA XCA YC 1\ ZCAl\OA flO
.:. CD -1 0DI'E:: [) 1\ F[);\G() 1\ HD AI OAJDfl!( D'A L. [) AM[)/\ ~mj\ ODAPOA Of) AHDA 5D AT Di\ UD/\ VDA \'IIJ/\ XD 1\ ,(D;\. 7.0AA L-:/\ UEil C
E;\ DE AEEA F' E1\ GEIl HF ALE Il ~JEA:< E/\ LE t\ ~·1EANEj.\ O{~ /\ PE/\ Of:: Il REA SE/\ TEA Uf::A VEA \'}[II XEAYEIl ZE Atl.F fi FIF 1\ CF;\
DFAEFAFFAGFAHFAIFAJFAKFALFAMFAOFAPFAQFARF/\SFATfAUFAVfAWFAXFAYFAZFAAGA8GACGAOGAFG
AÇ" (j;\c;(~ t\HCrI\ 1Cl\ J GJ.\ 1\GJ.\LGM~G ANGA OejJ\ PGJ\ QGA f< <i 1\ SG li TG/\ UG li VGA ~'IGA XC: ,\ YGA ZGA AHlI HH ~\ Cf-IJ\ OH.ô, l::~I,\ F
H t\ GHf. Hf-!!-\ l HA ,JH~\ KHi.\ Ultl ~·IH/\ NHA OH t. ~)HA Ol-l MHiJ\ SH 1\ TH/\ UH /\ Vl-II\ j'IHj\ XH.i\ YH 1\ ZH AJ\ lA tJ 1AC 1;\011\ t 1 t'IF 1 A
GIA ri l /, J l J" J I ù:< l AL. III ;·1 11\ NI J\ 0 1/\ P 1J\ 0 l AR I AS l i\ T .I /1 UJ AVl A\'1 l Il Xl J\ Yl Il Zl J\ 1\ J II DJ;\ CJ fi. nJ AE,);\ F J '\ (] J
;\ ~!~! tl l JA J JA 1< Ji\I_J;\ ~·IJ/\NJ.I\O.JJ\P Jt\ (),J~\RJJ\ S JA TJ!\lJJt\ V,)1\ \'1 ,JA";!. JA YJA ZJII 1\ KAFIKfiCr< I\OK.I\ EKIl F 1< 1\ Gl< Ali
r{ ,'1 1Kf'. •.I;~ J\ KK;\ L I~ ;\ ~fi, l( J\ Ni~ Il 0 1< AP i< ~\ Ç) i( A~ ,( J\ Si< J\ T t( AU i\ JI VI( i\ \'1 KAXl( Il YKIl 7.,( 1\ t\ L;\ ~.1 L. ACL ~\ [) Lt\ ELIl FL i1 GL. JI HLA
IL II ,JL:\ i~ l. J\ L\. J\ HL L\ ~JL /\ aL 1\ p LJ\ OL. 1\ ~~ L. t\ SU\ TL fI ut. II vL1\ l'IL J\ XLt\ YL t\ ZL;\ )'IJ,l J\ t3 HA C~·I:\Oi'-I;\ E~-b\ F r-IA G"l J\ Ht'1 A rt·1






:,CT l VE VOL.Ct\NO
ACTINIFORN CLOUDS
A()08E FU\ T .
ADVANC{NG GLACIER
j.d)IJ ANC 1j.IG SHORELI NE
f\qU J'.L H1J\GERY USED
M;f~ leUI. TURE






!.lLUV Il'.!.. Pl/\ l N
l, LLÙv rAL n: rm ACf·
pL TOCUt·IULUS




!. ~ JTIC L. l NJ\ l.. I-! 0 U1'1 TAI N
ANTICL.INAL VALLFY
:\t/T l CL 1NE


















































































COAST AL CURRENT .
COASTAL DUNE

























































































































































































































































































































• ADVANCING SHORF.lINF.=AGA=l •
• AEf~IAL IMAGERY USED=AH~\=l.·
• AGRICULTURE=AIA=l.
• AIRFIELD=AJA=l.










• ANACLINAL VALLFY=AUA=l •







• Al~U 1FER='AF38= 1.


























.RAY-HEAD BAR=A8C=1 •. ,
.RAY-HEAD BEACH=ACC=l.·
.RAY~HEAD DELTA=ADC=l •








































• COAS T=APD= 1•.
· ~COASTAL CURRENT=AOD=l.
oCOASTAL OUNE=ARD=l.














· • CORN=AGE= 1 ~
• COTTON=AHE=l.
•COULEE=AIE=l.




· .. CUESTA=ANE=l ..
















































.• FOLD=AGG= 1 • .
.FORF~T=AHG=lo
··.FOREST FIRE=AIG=l •









. .• GEOGRAPHY=AQG=l •




























. • l CE8ERG =A1-1 H=1•
• ICE·FLOE=ANH=l.
• ICE JAM=AOH=l •
• ICE PACK=APH=l.
• ICE SHELF=AQH=l •• ·













• • ISLAND ARC=ADI=l.
, .ISTHNUS=AEI=l~ •
















































, • MORA 1NE=AT J= 1•
• MOU~JTAI N=AUJ= 1 ~
.MUD=AVJ=l~

















.• PAR K::: AN1< =1•
.PA5TURE=AOK=1 •
.GRAZING LAND==l.

















































• SCAF~=A Hl= 1.
, • SCATTERED CLOUDS=AJM= 1.. '
':. SCRU8=AKM= 1 ..
, • SE' A=ALM= 1.
, • SEA GRASS=AM~t1= 1.' "
.SEA WALL=ANM=l.,
.SECONDARY FRONT=AOM=l.
• SEO l HENT=Af',..1= 1.
•SHALLOwWATER~AQM=l. '
• SH 1ELD=AR/~=1.
• SHI PYAR0 = ASt-l = 1 •




, • SL 1CK=ÂXM=l •















. • STREM1=Af\JN= 1.•
Il SLJ8Uf~8AN AREA=AON=·l •
.SUGAR BEET=APN=l •


































• \01 AVE== JW 0 == 1 ••
•fXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF KEn~ORO=AWO= 1·.
























































































, .. 380EG 1'1==38.
• 39DEG N==39 •
•40DEG N==L}O •






.l~ 70EG N==l~ 7.
... i+80EG ' N==48 •
•490EG,N==49.
050IJEG N==50';





.; S6lJEG N=::;56., '
.; 570E'G N==57.
•580EG N==58 •












• 71 OEG N==71. '
• 720EG N==72. '
• 730EG N==73.
.7'+OEG N==74 ~
• 750EG N==7S •













, .70EG 5==7 •
.ADEG.S==8.
.. 90EG 5==9. '
.100EG 5==10.
0110EG S==11.
• 120EG . 5=.= 12.,
.13DEG 5==13 •





• 1901:G 5==19 •
'0 2 (J 0 EG 5::=2 0 ~
.21DEG S==21.




































• 31MIN 5==31 •• 5BDEG 5==58.
'. 3L~t~ l N N==34. o32MIN 5==32 •o59DEG 5==59.
.. 35HIN N==35.
.33MIN 5=::33.• 60DEG 5==60 •
.36MIN N==36.
, • ~L~/vIHl 5==3 l••
.61DEG 5==61.
• :n~~IN N==37.
o35HIN 5==35 •• 62DEG 5==62.
.18t-1I N·N==38.
.36M1N 5==30 •• 03DEG 5==63. o39HIN N==39.
o:H~lIN 5=:::37 •• 0LfDEG S==6~ •
.. 40MJN N==40.
• 38t'-1I N 5==38..A5DEG 5==n5.
.. 4IMIN N==41.
• 39~1I N 5==39 •
.660EG S==66. ./~2M l N N==42.
• 40/lo1I N 5==40... .67DEG S==67.
• f+3t--1I N N==43.
.4IMIN 5==l~1•.
.f-BDEG S:::=68.
.l+4t-II N N==l.l~ .. .42MI~ 5==42.• f>9DEG 5==69.
• '45M l N N==f+5.





• 41t'-1I N N==47.
./+SHIN 5==45.
.720EG 5==72.
.. 4'8M IN ~r==l~8 •
.46MIN 5=:::L~6 •
.73DEG 5==73.
• 49t·1 l N N==49.
.47MIN 5==l~7 •







.50t-1IN 5==50.• 77DEG 5==77.
•53t-1I N·N==53.
.51MIN 5==5l •• 78DEG 5==7A.
•54t-lI N N==54 ..
.S2MIN 5==52 • "• 7CJDEG 5==79.
.55MIN N==55.
'. 53M l N S=:::53 •• 130DEG S==80.
.56MIN N==56.





• 56M IN 5==56 •.. 2tHN N==2 •
• 59M Hl N==59.
.S7MIN 5==57.• 3t-1IN N==3.
.OfvlIN 5=FGA=0.
.58MIN 5==58 •• 4!-1IN N==4 •
.. 1MIN 5==1.
.591-1 l N 5==59.'• 5t-II N N==S. • 2r-1IN 5==2.
.ODEG E=FHA:::O •• At-lIN N==6.
• 3'M IN' 5==3.
.] DEG E==1.• 7~1 l N N==7.
.4tHN, 5==4.
.2DEG E==2.
... 8t-!I N N==F3.
•5MIN 5==5.
.3DEG E===3 •• 9t-11 N N==9.
.M-HN '5==6.
.. l~DEG E==4.




• R~lI N 5==8.




.80EG E==f1 •• 14HIN N==14.
.. Ill-EN 5::::=11.
.90Eq E==9 •~ 151., IN 1'1==15.
'.12t-lIN 5==12. ~100EG E==10.,1bMIN N==16.
.13MIN' 5==13.
.110EG E==11.
.. lï't-lIN 1'1==17 •
.14MIN 5'==14. '
.12DEG E== 12.·• 18t-1IN N==18.
• 15~1I N 5==15.
.131)EG E==13.• 19t-1IN 1'1==19.
.16HIN S==16.
• l L~DEG E==14 •• 20t-II N N==20.
·.l"lMIN 5==17.
.o15DEG E==15.• 21MIN N==21.
.1BM Hl S==lA.
.160EG E==16 •• ?2MIN N==22. .19r~IN 5=::19.
.17DEG E==17 •• ?3MI1'I N==23.
.• ?Ot-lI N 5==20.
.1nOcG E==lR •• ?4MIN N==?4.
.?lMIN 5==?1.
.190EG E==19 •• 25MIN N==25.
.?2MIN 5==22. '
.200EG E==20 •' •?6MI N N==26.
• 23MIN 5==23 •. .21~)EG E==21 •• ?7MIN N==27.
.?4t"'IN' 5==24.
.?2DEG E==22 •• 28MIN N==28.
.25NHJ 5==25.
.23DEG E==23 •• 29t-1 l N N==29.
.26MIN 5==26.
.?4DEG E==24.• 30MIN N==30.
• 27t-1I N 5==27. .2~OEG E==25 •• 3U"IN N==31.
.?8/v1IN 5==28.
.?60EG E==26 •
.12MIN N==32. . '
• ?'.JMIN 5==29.




















• 1+ 1DEG E==l~ 1•
• 420EG E==42.
.. 430EG E==43.
· • 'tltOEG E==4l~.
~ 45DEG E=='+5.







· • S3DEG E==53.
· • S4DEG E==54.
• 55DEGE==55.
• 56DEG E==56.
· ~ S70EG E=:.;:57.







































• 93DEG E==93 •
,,94DEG E==94 •
o95lJEG E=;::95 •
.. 96{)EG E==96 ..
.97DEG E==97 •
• q~.iOEG E==98 •
• 99DEG E==99 •.
• 1000EG E==100.
• 101DEG E==101 •
• 1020EG E==102.
.1030EG E==103.
.. 10'tOEG E=:= 104.







. • 1120EG E==112.
.. .. 113DEG E==113.
.. 1140EG E==114 •
.. 1158EG E=:::115 •




.. 120DEG F==120 •
• 121DEG F.==121 ..
01220EG E==122 •
.. 123DEG E==123 ..
• 124DEG E==124.
..12SDEG E==125 ..
• 1260EG E==126 •
• 127DEG E==127.
• 12RDEG [==128 •
• 129DEG E==129 •
• 130DEG E==130 •
~1310EG E===131.
• 1320EG E==132 •
• 1330EG E==133.
• 1340EG E==134 •
·.1350EG [==135.
• 1360EG F.==136 •
. .137DEG E==137.
.138DEG E==138 •
• 139DEG f==139 •
• 140DEG E==140.




• li~l}DEG È== 144 •
• lL~5DEG E==145 •







. .. 15.30EG E== 153 0
~ 15 f+DEG E== 154 ...
~155f)EG E==155.
01~36DEG E==156 ...

































• 90EG ~/==9 •










































· ~ (.)20EG 1,01==52.
• S30EG \,'1==53.
o l")40EG \'1==54.





























o 8'+DE G \'/=.=84.




.. 890EG 1,.'==89 ..
,,900EG '1/==90.
.9'lDEG \'/==91.
, • 92DEG· w==92.
.93DEG W==,93.
• 9/+ 0EG W=::: 94 •
..9SDEG W==95.




• l 0 0DE G vi::: = 10 0 ..
ol01l1EG Y}==101.
.102DEG W==102.
., 103DEG ~'i:::=103 •
. .104DE~ W==104.
,', 01050EG \/1==105 •.
o l 0,6DEG w== 106 •
• 107DEG \'/==107.
.. l 0's0EG W==l 08 •
o10CJOEG \4==109 ..
• 1J.ODEG \>1==110.
• 1 1 l [) EG \l{ = = 1 1 1 •
• 112DEG 1,.1==112 ..
• 11JOEG \.)==113.
o 114DEG vI==114 •
01150EG W==115.






• 122DEG ~,== 1. 22 •
• 123DEG W==123.
• 124DEG ~oJ==124 •
• 1250EG i~==125 •
• 126DEG ~J==126 •
• 12 7DEG vi==127 0
• 1280EG W==128 •
• 1290EG \11==129 •
• 130DEG W==130. '




~ 132DEG \>i== 132 •
.. 1J 3 [) EG \./ ==:.: 133.. -
• 134DEGYl== 13L~. '
01350EG W==135 ..







• 1l+3DEG w== Il>3.
'.14 J:.Dl::G Yi::::=144 ..
• 14snEG ~I =::: 145 •
• Il.6DE G '-'1 ==146 ..
• ] 47DEG \l.j== lA 7.
.. 1'-1 8 0 E: G ~I== lL+ 8 .•
.1'f90EG 11/"::=149.
• 1 ~)ODf.G, W:.::::: 150 •
• 1S l [) EG \,! ==15 1" ,
• 152DEG \11==.152.
.153DEG \>i== 153 ..
.. 15l~DEG W==15l~ .. ,
.155DEG \'1== 155 ..
. • 1S6 [)EG \~ == .= 15 6 •
o157lJEG ~j==157 •
• 1~8DEG \-1== 158 •
,.1590EG W==159o,
.. 1600 EG' W:::: =16 O. .
,,161DEG W==161.
o 1620EG y}== 162 •
.1 b3DEG '1i== 163 •
.1640EG \1.'=.=164 •.
o ] 65DEG w== 165 0' .
• 1660 EG \11 == l 66 •
olb7DEG W==167 •
o 16fjDEG . ~I== 168 0
.1690EG W==169 •
• 1700EG . v1==170 ..
· i 71DEG ~<J=::::171.
o 1-12DEG l'i== 172.
.1730EG W==173 ..
.17 l iOEG vi== 174.








'. ? t-1I N E==2 •
~3MIN E==3.
.4MIN E==4 •
• C)r·1 l N E=·::5 •
• 6t-H N E==6 •







.. 9/Vi Hl E==9 ..
• 101'11 N E==10 •






.. 1 lt-l Hl E==17 •
• 18 r-iT /'! E==1R•
.1'mIN E==19.




• ?Ld·1 l N E==2l~.
• 251-1 l N E==25.
• 26HIN E==26.
• ? 7 i'-1I N E==2 7 •
.. ? 81'1 IN E==28 •





• 34:-'1 IN E==34.









• /+i}f-lI N E==44.
• 451~IN E==450
• '~6~'1 l 1'1 E==46.
• '~ 71'11 N E==47.
• 4eMIN E==4A ..
• 49t·' l N E=;=490
• c; 0M It~ E==50 •
•5Hl1N E==51.




. • c:; 6 j'vI l '" E==56 •
. • 5n~ l N E==57 •
• 58r-ilN E==5A.
• S9MIN E==59.
• 01-11 N I,oJ =FK A=0 •
• 1MIN W==l.
.' .21-11 fil W==2.
• 3 ~1 l N \~==3 •
• 41'11 N 1,0/==4.
.. SH IN \.'/==5 ÎI'
• f,"" l N \A!==() 0
.• 7 t·, l N \'1 ==7 •
• R"'1 IN· \~==8.
• C) t<l l N \-1:: =9.
• 10MIN \'1==10.
• 1 !rH N VI == Il •
• 12t-1IN \'1==12.
• 13 "'11 N W==13 •
.. 14H1N '1'1==14.
• '151'1 IN \i:: =15 •
o 16tvlIN 1'/==16.
.. 17 MIN \,II == 17 0
• 18MIN' \11 ==18 •
• 19!·l1N 1'/==19 •
• ? 0 ,..i HJ \:1 ==2 0 •
.21 t>"11t'J \~::=2t.
• 22M 1N '1'/==22 •
• ?3H IN· vl==23.
.. 24t-1I N 11/==24.
• 25!'-1 IN \'/==25.
0?6!'-lIN \-1==26 •
• 2nl l N· l;i==27 ..
o 28~-1 l N 1,0/==28.
.. 2 Si f'.11 N Vl::::-.: 2 9 0
• 30M l N \'1==30 ..
• 31!'-lIN \'/==310
,. 3 21'11 N \-/ ==3 2 •
o 33/v11 N '11==33 •
0341'-11 N VI ==34.
• 351-\11'J li/::.:=35.
• .361H N ·V!==3().
• 3 7M Hl il==37.
• 38tvl l N \'/==38.
• 39M l N l'J==39 ..
• 40tHN 'N==40 ..
• ldMIN \'1::=/+1 •
• 42r-1 lî'J v/=~42.
• 43M1 N ~J==43 •
• 44"'1"[ N \11==44 ..
• lt5t-1 l N '~/=::'t5.
.. l~6t.., l N \,1:: =:.It 6 ..
547 MIN VI ==:: 47 •
• 1~I:3M1j\J \'J==48.
5 49tH N Vi ==1~9 0
o SOlvl l N \lJ==50.
• 511'11 j\J W==51o
oS2MIN W==52.
• 53MIN VI ==53 •
•?4~H N \11==54.
• 5911 N W==55.
• 56tv1 l N ""===56.
• 571'1 l N \~==57 •
• 58MIN w==58 0
















• Ci\SE 8==8 •
• 1067-10355==9 •
• CASE 9===9.
• 1101-10 2 l } 1== 10 •
• CASE 10==10,;
.1101-10244==11 ..





• 1118~ l 0 1R1=.= 14 •
• CfI S F.: 14 ==l'} •
• 1118-10184==15 ..








.. rASE 19==19 •
• ]2'213-10314==20 •
• CJ.\SE 20==20 ..
.. 1229-10354==210
• CASE 21==21 •
• 1229-10361==22 •
















. • CASE 30==30.















• CASE 44==4'+ •
• CASE 45·==45.
.CASE 46==46 •
" C.A SEl}7== l} 7 •




. "CASE 52==52 •.
.CASE 53==53 •
.. CASE' 5L>==54 ..
." CASE 55==55 .. '
.CASE 56==5A •







• cr~SE 64==64 ..
• CA.SE 65==65 •














· • ÇASE 80==80 •
. .CASE 81==81 •






• C,t\SE 37==87 •
• CASE B1-3==88.
• Ci\SE 89==H9.
'. CASE 90==90 •
• CASE 91==91 •
• CASE 92==92 •
• CASE 93==93.
• CASE 9'+==94 •
• CASE 95==95 •
• CASE96==96.
• CASE' 97==97 •
• CASE 98==98 •
. • CASE" 99==99 •
• Ct\Sfr: 100=:::100 ••
*FIN
rù.F IN
R>cample of II synonyms ", :
• eINDm CONE=AC'J'.p-l.
corr~sponding to Ash Cone (use Cindcr Cone)
from the 'F.brth'RcsourccH Vocabulary.
EAS~ idrntificntion numbers of the imagcry Rre introduced periodically in the repertoirc,
boforc or after 10ading the corresponcling descriptions. PriaI' updating of the repertoire Hi th















A. Giey, Hégïe Informatique, Paris, 1969
Il seconds CTU cornp~lation tirne
68 K
5. Fastrancl traclcs













FOR SYllB ·130 '
FOR STIlB 67



























Il RUr T, I( AFL J) , 1ERR", 1NDCJ.\f~ 9 NP AGF. 9 1NBUr( 511 ) CI OUT sur (510) .' n1CT 10 (600 a0 )




EQUIVALENC[(KASTER,KAPACT(41», IK POTNT.KARACT(6?» ,(KRL,KARACT(6))"
1 Q (KEGA.L,!<APACT (37)), (KVTRG,KARACT (47». (I<R,KAPACT (?4»,
2 (f(D , KARACT ( 1 0) ) ~ C1( L, K ~\RACT ( 1FI) ) ~ (K 1'1 , K AP1-\ CT (2 0) ) , (KE , 1-\ J\ RA CT(11 >.>






















l NOE: XO= 1i\!DF XO -> 2




































































































l F (CAR ACT .. f( POl NT) 330 , 22 0 , 330
~1=~1+ 1


































































K ARJ\ CT ( L. 0 ) =4 3








ICARAC (17) =34' .
0061:::18,26
. ICAR.I\C (1) =1-12
l C,I.\ R1\ C (-28 ) =t1 1
ICARAC(29)=)2
l C.AP/\C (33) =33
0071=34,42
JCARôC(I)=J-19
l CM~I\C (l~4) ==39





1 CAR AC ( 6 0 ) =L~6
ICARl\C(61)=41
READ11'1 (KCARTE (J) "J=1980)
FORMAT (8Q q l)
PRINT12, (KéARTE(J),J=1,RO)
fORI-1AT (lH RQR1)






























































SUAROUTINE IOD(RUFFER 9 ANNUL,INSERT,NOPRF?NOHRZ,TYPE,ERR),_
f~INTEGER 8UFFER,ANNUL,TYPE,ERR,PCOURS,HCOURS 4 . J
DIMENSION PUFFER(1000) . .




TYPE 1 := POUR HISERT 1OÎ\I q td\INUL AT lOt-I ET MOO 1F1CAT ION DE DONNEES
2 = CLOTURE LA BANOE SORTIE
3 := LFCTURE D'lJN DI CT 1NJNA 1RE
4 := ECRITURE D'UNOJCTIONNAIRE
5 ='LFCTURE ET ECRITURE D'UN DICTIONNAIRE




ASSIGN 20 TO MRET
GOT02000
















ASS 1GN 160 TO ,..1RET
GOT02600








ASSIGN 270 Ta MRET
GOT02600
ASSIGN 240 TO MRET
GOT02000


















































































,ASSIGN 510 TO 1RET,
GOT01500
IF(rNOOUT-KAFLD)520,530~5?0




l NOOUT=2 +1< AFLD



































































1170 ASSJGN 1200 TO MRET
GOT02000 ,
1200 IF(INTER(4)-2**7)1170,l170,1210
1210 .1N.O~\CT= 1NTf.R (1+.)
ASSIGN 1220 TO NRET
GOT02300' "
IF(INSERT}1230,1280,1230.




.' ,HCOlJRS=O. , '. .' . , .
• IF (lNDOUT-KI\FLD) 1250?1260d2-S0.
,IF(INDREC-PCOURS)3000,l?46q3000
, l F (EH.J FFER (? ) - HCOU r~ S , 3000 9300 0 , 1247
t-lCOURS=(-3UFFf:R (2)
, IF(SlO-lNDOUT~M1)1250?126091260













1340 ASSIGN 1350 TO MRET
GOT02600
13S0 ASSIGN 1360 TO MRET
GOT02000
























l F ( PI f-3 UF ( 1ND 1N-> 1 ) - 2 ~H'r 7) 1520 ? 30 00 , 15 15
IF(INOOUT-~AFLD)1560,152091560
1F (51 0- 1ND 0lH - ~·n )1560 , 1S30 , 1530
D01S40I=19~.q
OUTPUF (INDOUT->I) =IN8UF (JNOIN+I-l)




ASSIGN 1505 TO NRET
GOTO 2500 .
ASSIGN 1590 TO MRET .
GOTO?OOO .
IF(INTER(4)-2**7)1620,lA?0,161P
1F (H~ 0 REC- 1NT ER ( l~) ) 1630 9 1630 , 1620
ASSIGN 1580 Ta MRET .
GOT02600
l NO ACT =1NT FR (l})









ASSIGN 16QO TO MRET
GOT02300





~1l =1NRUF ( 1Nf) 1N)
JF(510-INOOUT-~1)172091730,1730




1NDOUT= l "!DOUT +H 1





GOTO t RET .




























































HJT ER(J l == l NT ER(J l -+- FL0 ( 0 • 12 9 0 UT8 UF ( 1 ) ).
INTER(J+l)=FLD(12?24,OUT8UF(J)l*2**12
INTfR(J+2)==OUTRUF(I+ll
1NTn< (J .~ 3 1;:FL 0 ( 0 9 2l} ? 0 lJ T8UF ( 1 + 2 l )
INTFR(J+4l=FLO(24,12,OUT8UF(I+2l)*2**24





















IF (81-TNO[.XCl 1.1.8 .
1 . REA["\2. (KCMHE(J) .J=l,80)
2 FOf<I·1AT (FlOR 1.)
PRl NT 3, (I( C1\ RTE (J) ,J=1 ? R0 )
3 F"ORMAT OH RORll.












. COMMONKARACT(64l ,ICARAC(64l,KCARTE(80} ,INDEXC,















FUNeT 1ON I<RE,t\DF (N) . _






















































































C TYPE 1 = TFRMINE L'IMPRFSSION




































TYPE 3 = TFR~IN~ LOIMPRFSSION CHANGE DE PAGE
TYPE 4 = IMPPESSION CARTE tONTROLE
TYPE 5 = .I~PRESSION DiUNË CARTE.




FOR~6TC6H REJET6XI3928H ANNOTATION CS) MARQUEE CS) =,27X,
15HREJET6XI3.28H ANNOTATION CS) MARQUEE CS) =)
FORMATCIHl,54X,IS,64X,IS//////) "
FOR 1-\ li T Cl H A0RI)
FOR~ATCIH .62Rl?7X,62RI)


























1F (1< AR <1<> -4A) 8l~0,860, B40
IF(KARCK)~49)8RO?B609880
























































































































































































In our system, no code na!TreS are used when data i's punched. Plain language is
punched as appears on the mTS D1AGE DESCRIPTOR roIDrs. Descriptors folJ:ow each
other,· frOID colurtUl l to coluJ:m 80 of t11e 'card) spaced with a period (fuil-'stop
1
sign), until the cnd of. the image description.
Blank fields are acceptable, ifpreceded and followed by a period.Theorder of




On the contrary,· a sequential order of input is mand ab'.>17 for thc' different bari~s•
. This order ia already follol'Ted bY,the investigatar on the descriptor foms•.
. P.aster cards -are needed ta identify the b.eginning of a ne,of description. In the
. , bcginning, our system was' a soil information system. Thel'efore, the master cards
are as follows:·
- HORI7.oN/HRZ 1//_
















for ?;ISS COIOR CO~!POSITE (4 + 5 + 7 )
for RBV COWR CONPOSITE
for spatial and temp?ral referencing
To introduce data in these master cards)· replace the // by a / and terminate on a // ...
, .
Another mas ter card is identified by PHOFIL/NO .blank 'in ,columns 1:"'10 and is punched
'l'ri th the left-justified case numbcr followed by a. s1n[51o. slash in' col. 11 sq.
This card is also mandato~J'as the first card of each deck of descriptions in the
. .
different 'bands. It may b~ used for s~pplementary infornation•. Several cards are





'l'o obtain a wider application, programs will be updated ta ge'!; l'id of PRQIi'IL and




Inclusion bf coordinatcs and .datum under numbcr 10 has proved nore economical than
a separate mQdule for spatial and temporal referencing, even i:( the standard record is
longer.
He acknowledg-e, VIi th thanks, receipt of a seri.es of 32 ERTS INAGE DESCRIPTOR FORNS
. kindly forwarded. to us by Dr. Fernand Verger, Ecolo Pratique dos RautesEtudes,
ERTS-l and -2 principal invest'lgator of FRA LIT .(French Atlantic Littoral).
11. random smnple ofthese fonns i8 rcproduced here. Our hand'l-lI'i tten addi tional tenns
are' solely to facili tatekey-punching.
5
,l:rns 1~.~t\G::: Dr:~;CI1lPTO~ fOml1
(So') III:.lntctin/U on C,~.:!<) ,
DATE J li 1Y 9 1973 0_.0..--_......._





Ecolo Pratique des Hautes EtudesORGMJIZATION ~ _
/". , ,( 0~e..i{)
O:::~cRI?YOn3
rn~aur:iJïI.'1 U:;ED DC~CP.lrïC:'\S·PRODucr JO







Lt t"l"ora 1 ~Tnnsrort ;
Sadt~ont ; Shallow
\'/ator ; Coûst j F.3oy-Heu,d,
Boach." ,
Sad tmont ; Shn 1lo\'/ l','ator;
Coust ; Bay-Hoad 8o~cti f,











1228 ' ',10300" ' 5 ' ., V :V ," , y
,
1
1228 10300 6' ,y', 1 Y , . .. y1
", , 1









~ ! ;'1 .
, '










,,' . . .
IPfOR OE~CnIPTORS WHICH Will. OCCUR Ffl[;OUENïL.Y; WRITE TH;:: OESCl1lf>ïOI1 TfRi\~S IN nH;Sl:'
COLWf.N HEADING ~PACËS NO~'J l\ND us:; il., CilŒCI< (./) Ml\ru~ IN 'THE J\P~;\O;>RIATE p;;ODucr
JO lINE,S. (FOR OT!!ER D;;SCnlPTORS, WRITE THE TERM ur-10ER THE DESCRlPïORS COL.UMN).
MAIL TO r:nT~ USER Sl::RVICES
cao::: 5G3






., : 0;. . '. 1 •
5. 4
Er(ïS ti\î/\G~: Dr::~CI;trTCi1 FC0~.1
(Sc:> 1n~ti1;Cii()1ll Oi\ C::.::;) .
June 5 1973D..:\ïl:; . . . _
Dr Fernand VEr~G ERr;;jj\;CIi'J\L IÎ'Nt:SïïGAïO;{'- •.__. _
GS~C F-042? _
------------.






Ecolo Prclriquedo5 iloutc5 Eludc5
Pi,OûUCï 10 Fri:': G'.J~ir;:. y u~:: n o::~;cr;1 :'I"C;-::;o
(tr;CLU~:; DAi·;;) AND PilODUCï) Lit toral -M-;:;dl Coast
Trans'por', Flat Line












Sai t Marsh; Bay-Ilcoc/
Beach; Dune; Island; Shol ,
10w Water,
So I.t Marsh; Harbo~;'Dam;





!sland; Salt Marsh; Mean-
der; Bay; Estuary; Sil t;
Coastal Plain; Shall0:o'
Wator. . .
Harbor; Dam; Island; .Bay;
cstuarYi Riveri Goology;
Coasta 1 Pla ini '





10;-:0:1 O:;SCnl?ïC:-::; r,r:-:IC:-I \'JlLL OCCUll r-h~QUŒî\ïLV, W:\JïG il'::: D:::SC:::I27C~ "i~r.~:::; lrJ Ti-:L;:~'
C:;L~:,::J H:::AO:~~G C;';",C;:;:; r~m'J MID USe: A CW~CI~ (J) \\1i'.r.:~ I~J "i"l';S ,0';';:;:C~i:l!'.7L;; p;:C::U:-"
10 1.t~~::;~ (FO~ O-;n~rl D:;CCRIPïORS, \Nnlï~ ïi:G T[;IiM UNDEfl ï:.::; C~Scr.ir.-;O~3 COi..U:.~:'J).
..
•. r..'lAIL iO ~~-;~ U:::r: ~:;RV~CG3
CO~S C~J
OLeG 2:J r.OO~,1 1:4'13
NAG:\ G~:=C
Gi.;:;;::r-.:::l~Lï, r.~o. :,J77'J










'. . ,. . .", .:' ...' .
.' '. . :
." .. ". ,. ,
', .
5 5
EilTS II\~I\G~ D::~.CnIPTO:1 fORM
($00 lnltït/c"iolll on ll.cl<)
...-'-------------'------ ._-----.,---~--~---,..:.---_:..--=-....,
DATE _...:J;,..;t:;;..:H..:.;1c~._'_6;.;..,;..'_1.;..0..:.,.• .J...?2.c..7 __---------- _
PR 1Nel PAL INVESTIGATOR _,__D_r_f_o_r_n_o_n_d_V_l_:r_~G_E_R _
1
GSFC _._-'F._-~O~4~?2"---__..:..._ :..._.. ___,.----





PflODvcr ID . Fn~GUENïLY u:Jm DEf>CIlIi'rORSO
(INCLUDIi IlAND AND PROOUCT) ---=-----:-T 1 O~SC;:;l?ïORS~ ."."., 4.L~1.::..·. ::..t~t.o~o.:..rr~a:a:111,...;13;.o.P-....X_-_T-of c;...;.[l_ri.fC.;....o_n~~;;...)t....:l;.,.;J;;._--t-------------1
'l'rnn(:p-.m l J30nch ir.nrsh
. --
1228 1030;; ... 4 EEO CO;~8 tai Dune i JJ<llcc . j
Conotal Plnin ; Iplnnd;
~stuary ; Shall?w Wntcl ;
/ ....- :/ ~E«'.. 5. o EEO / EEO
.,/
. .
) 6 .~ .V . ..;...
•
COGGtnl Dune ; Lnlcc; '.,
Coastal Plain ; Islnbd;
...:':Gtuary Gulf; .
i';cDJ1<1'er ; Coastô.l Dunc;
IJal\:c ; Island j Er, tuary
'l'~dal Flat ; urban Areo




..j. ~candcr i Coastal Dunc;
L~(c j Island i Estua-
ry i ~idal Flat ; Urbar
ArCD. j Gulf' ; Cous t Line
l·~\.\d 0 Flat i
l: !let.'t-i! /9 7,~ ,
.2ci?' J-Y. i '>'>"1:" IV.
LIJ ,ct:-, Il/' 16»l-~~/ III 4
o •
"'fOR Dt:GCnrPTOnS WHICH WILL OCCtm FREOUENTl.Y. WRITE THE Di:SCRl?ïOR T;;RMS IN 1-H;::S~'
o COLUMN HEADING SPACES NOW /"ND USE A C;lECi{ (J) 1\;1I\nl< lrJ mE AP?RO?RJATE PHOQUe.
le UNES. (FOn 01H.~R Di:.SCRIp!ORS, Wl1ITE TiiE TERM UNDEB TH;; DESCRIP70RS COLUMN).
ER'TS USER SERVICES
CODE 6G3











... '0' •.•••• ,
. ..-







Underneath' Gamplo. fl'om the input listing ShO"'3 ho"l'/" key~esk ~perators haVG punched',
, .
the three precHdïng fanns in 47 cards.
HO~~ 1/.ON/~R Z 10(/
tASE 15.1P.N0VEMRER.197?lDEG f.33MIN E.4ADEG N.41MIN N.
tpROF IL. /l'JO 1A/OP VERGEfUFrA LIT 1 .
- HORIZON/HRZ 4/MSS411'· .
CASE lA~COASTAL MARSHoSEA.ISL~NQ.LITTORAl TRAN5POR1.SEDIMENT.SHALLOW WATER.,
.C0AST.8~Y-H~AO REACH. '
- HO~IZON/HPZ S/~SSSII
CA~~ l~.COASTAL MARSH.SEA.ISLAND.SEDIMENT.SHALLOW WATfR.CnAST.RAY-HEA[) BEA(H~
- HORTZON/HPZ 6/~SS61/ .
Ct\S[ Ih.C0f\STt\L MAP'SH.SEA.ISLH)O.HAR80R.COi\ST L.INE.JETTY.
- ~ORIZON/HRZ 7/MSS711 .
CASF 16.COASTAL MAPSH.SEA.ISLANO.HARBOR.COAST LINE.JETTY.
- ~ORTZON/HQZ 1011
CASE lA, ,
.A.MAPCH.1973.0DFG Wo46MIN WoSOOEG N.16NIN N.
PPn"F l I,./~!O 17/DR' VfR(,FR IFRAL 1TI
'"' Hor~ 1ZON/HR7. 4/1-15S4/ /
Ct,SE 17.LIT10PA l, TP/\f\ISPORLE,[O.MUO FLAT~CO~\ST LINE.SALT Mi~RSH •
• 8~Y-~Ei\D RE~CH.nUNE.ISLAND.SHALLOW WATER.
- HORIZON/HRl 5/~SS51/
C~\St: 1-, • LIT TnRAL TRANS P0IH 0 EE0 • ~,1l10 FLA T• CO L\ ST L. l '" t • SA LT HAr~SH• HAF<8 0R• DA!vi • ï <.. 1
• TSLtH.)f).rl6 ("F:STUMn.SILT.nAY-Hf-:.ûD f~EACH.GF.OLOGY.VEGf:-TATIO~~.COASTAL PLAIN.:<,
.. C0 .A S T ~\ L. Ivl ~ P SH. SHAL L ml ~IATER • ,/ /
- I-!OR 1 ZON/HR7 f,ltASS6/ 1 ~ ,.
CASE l-'.LTTTO~AL. TRANSPORTo~un FLAT.EEO.CO~ST LINE.lSLANO.SALT MARSH.MEANDER.
•n1\ y " FST LI A RY • SIL T• CO ASTAL Pl_ ATI\J • SHAL LO\,>I \'1 ATER.. .
- HORIZUN/HR7 7/~SS711 "
Ctl SF. 1 -, • LIT TnRA L TRMlSP 0RT•HLI r) r- LAT" EE0 • CO AST LINE• HA R8 0 R • DM1 • 1Sl. AND. 8 AY •
o~STUARY.RIVER.GFOLOGYoCOASTAl PLAIN.SILT.COASTAL MARSH.
-HORIZON/HP? 1011
CJ,\SE 17.8.MAPCHd973.10EG b./.251-1IN \<".t+8DEG l'1.5HIIN 1'-1".
PROF'II. INO Hl/DR \fF:9GER IFI~AL 1T/
- HOI~ l ZmJlHr~7 h/~iSS411 ...
CASE 1I3.LJTT()~AL TRAI'iSPORT .. F.EO of"1AY-HE,AO 8FJ\CH.COASTAL f>.1APSH.COASTAL DUNF.:.LAKE •.
• C0A5TAL PLAIN.TSLAND.ESTUARYoSHALLOW WATER.
-'HORIZON/HR75/MSS511
CA SE l ~l • LTTTOR AL TR l\~·JspOrH • n:o. HAY -HEAD 8EACH 0 COAS TAL' r-.1ARSH .. COA ST AL, DUNE. LAKF:,
• cnAST 1\ L. PL Il rN. 15L ANf) .. ESTUAJ~Y .. GULF.
-'HORIZ0N~HR7 6/~SS6/1
CASE lR.LTTTORAI_ TRANSPORT.RAY-HF.AO BEACH.COASTAL MARSH.MEANDER.COASTAL OUNf.LAK
E.
• 1 SL·l\t'..1[) .. F.: SHI AR'( • TT0 L\ L FL'-\ T• LH~ r:1 Ml Af< EA• GU LF• CO A5T L l "JE .!,.1UDF1..L\ T ..
- HOI~ 1ZON/HPZ 7/HSS71 /
CASE IB.LITTORAI~ TRA~SPORT.Rl\Y-HEAO REAt~.CDASTAL MARSH.~EANOER.
• C0AST./\L [)LJ~!r:. LI\'(E. ISLAND. ESTUARY. T l DAL FLAT ~ UP8AN AREA •
•GULF.COt\ST LINf.MUO FLAT.
- ~ORIZON/HRZ 101/
:: As r: ] J3 • 8 • ~..,ARC H. 19 7 3 • ? DEG \1'1. 2MIN ',01 •
• 470F.G N~?6MJN N. .
5RnFIL/NO 19/0RVERGF:R/FRALITI
• HORIZON/HPZ 4/MSS411
: A <::f-_ 19 .. SH ALLD',.} l,-Ill T€R. COAS TAL t·\t\PSH. COAST AL OUNE 0 BA Y-HE AD RF ACH. LONGSHORE RAR •
•LITTORAC TRANSpnRT.cbNIFER.ISLAND.
- HORIlON/HRZ 5/~SS511
:A~E IG.SHALLDW WATER.COASTAL MARS~.COASTAL DUNE.BAY-HEAD BEACH.LONGSHORE RAR •
.LJTTO~AL TPANSpnRT.CONIFER.IsLAND.
· HORlznN/HRZ 6/MSS6/t
:ASE ]9.cnhSTAL ,.4ARSH.COt\STAL DUNE.RAY-HEAD REACH ..··
,LONGSHORf RM~.r.()NIFF.R.HARBOR. ISLAND.
· HORIZON/HRZ 7/MSS71/,
:ASE 19~COQSTAL MARSH.COASTALOUNE.COAST LIN~oCONIFER.HARgOR.tSLANOo
· HORTlO~I/HPZ 10// . ,
:ASf. 1<J.H.MAPCH.197~.ZDEGW.3AMIN W.460EG N.cMIN N.
lRnFTL/NO ZO/OR VfRGFR/~RALITI




Constraints in the"master cards have a1ready becn underlined. " Descriptors, on" the
other hand, are punched more free1y:
1/ The order of descriptors is indifferent;
2/ )}"'irst descriptor begins in col. l ;
3/ "separator is a pcriod;
4/ :Blanks between hro periods "are acceptedj
S/ S"J11Ol'Jyms are found in the repertoire.
Ptuiched °deck is inserted on tape, in flip-flop mode, 1'li tll a fe,'! control cards.





" 1 2 J 4 5 6. 7 8
234S67890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012j456789012345678901234567890"
RUN;J ORSIDA,TP0160,ORSTOM" . 026_J2B_JL~.9





1 M ~ G E DE S CRI P TIaN S 0 ECK P UNe H E 0 1 N COL. 1-80
FIN
FIN
Under the control of these above cards", the program prints and annotates aH .discrepancies
behmen punched data and the standard data in the repertoire.
The sAIne output 6" x 8" appears on the 1eft ~md right half side of each page.
The pal"t,es are numbered. rrl!,.,ere 1· s a ne p f h 0 tp t
- l11 c W age or eac case. u u does not change the





A record rnDY be rejec~ed (RBJET) for obvious reasons:
(1) . N'o blank space in the bànd rnaster card - HORI7.qN/
(2) Hore than la records in D. case.
('7;) Uo sequential ordering of the cases.
( 4) l{o seguei!tial ordering of the records.
(5)
,
No descriptorG after the band master ca:rd.
",
(6). No double slash in the band master card (see record la of case 3).
Invalid àescriptors are annotated three times. Firstly, Witll a letter A, in the right
rnargin, seconclly, ,fi th an equali ty sign instead of a pcriod., :Î.l'l the descr~ption, .and
thirdly, "ri. th the total numbcr of equali ty signs· at the end of the description.





The valid portion of the description is loaded on tape •.. Invalid data is not 10aded.
Let us eXAmine a fewannotations in the fol101·ring 'pages of computer output.
Case 1 11S34 , 5, and 6: stratus is not. in vocabulary.
, case 2 NSS4, and 5: A hYphen is missing in bay-head beach.
Case 6 NSS7:· A ~etter h is missing' in hiehway.
case 6 la: No space between deg and N.
Case ,8 . 118S4, and 5: Bay-head baach•
. , Case 8' HSS7: Island "btrice.
, , Case il 101SS4: OutHer•
Case 15· NSS4, and 6: Unspecified clouds not in ·vocabulary.
Cases 25 and Z7 HSS4, 5, and 6: stratus.
Case r5l MSS4, 5, 6,. and 7: Tidal marsh not in .vocabulary•.
Data not in the vocabulary or in the repertoire may remain in 'the card desk.· This loaves




- HOP T?OI'J/HR7. 4/1viSS LI-II
CAS E 1 0 LTTT 0PAl. TRA"1 SP0RT• T10AL FLA T' 0 SHAL LO\.} \y ATER 0 /vi UD
FLA T• HISHm<E ZONE. SEO 1NPH • l SLAf'..:O. ADV I\NG l NG SHOf~EL If\JF • SAL T A/
MARSH.STRATUS=CLOUnSTREETS.
l' ANNOTATTON(S)MARQUEE(S) =
- HOPT70N/HR7 5/MSSSII . .
CASE ]~LTTTOPAL TRANSPORT.TIDAL FLAT.COASTAL MARSH.SHALLOW:
W~\ TEP 0 t·I,LJ () FLA T • 1N5H0REZ 0 ~JE • CO AST LIN E • 1SU\ND. A0 VAN C1NG
SHI) RFl 1f\I E • SA L T M1\ RSI-j • Il A,"'1 • HA RFI 0 FI ~ STf~ ATLJ S=CLOU 0 ST REETS• A./
. 1 ANNOTATTON(S) MARQUEE(S) =
- HOPTZO~/HR7 7/MSS711
CASE I.TInAL FLAT.EEn.COASTAL MARSH.MUD FLAT.COAST LINE.
. 1SLAN (") • J~ 1) VANe 1MG SH0REL 1NE. ri AREl 0R• ST RAT U5=CLOU DST REETS. ' A ./
1 ANNOTATION(S} MARQUËE(S) =
HOPI7.0N/HRZ 1011










CASE ?COASTAL NARSH.ISLAND.TOMBOLO.8AY-HEAD BEACH=FORESTo A
VEGET AT 1ON. MF.AI\:DERo.




CASE 20CQASTAL MARSH.ISLAND.TONBOLO.LAKE.COAST.COA5T LINE.
- HORTZON/HR7 1011
CASE ?2J~AUGUST.1972.30EG W.16MIN W.47DEG N.33MIN No
. PROFTL/NO 3/1lR VERGER/FRALITI






















CASf 4.40FG W.?7MIN W.440EG N.43MTN N.23.AUGUST.1972.





AGf~ 1CUL TURE. SUHURB AN. ARE A• Uf~8AN AREA.
- HOPIZON/HRZ 6/MSS611 .
CASE 5.~EANDER.CROPLANDoFORESToALLUVIAL PLATN.ALLUVIAL.




- HOPT70N/HRZ 7/MSS711 .




- HOPT70N/HR7 1011 . .
CASE 5.25.SEPTEMBER.1972.1DEG E.37MIN E.48DEG No4SMIN N •
• ' PROF!L/NO 6/DR VERGER/FRALITI
- HORT70N/HRZ 4/MSS411











CASE A.coaST LINE.FOREST.VINEYARD.LAKE.TIOAL FLAT.nUNE.
MEANnFR.ISLANO.ESTllARY.ALLUVIAL TFRRACE.CONIFER.CORN.
1l-<R T(;A TI Ot,I.LJRf1AN ARE A. H1GXlAY=CANAL. . .
1 ANNOTATTON(S) MARQUÉfCS) =~ ..
HOPIZON/rlRZ 1011 .
. CASE A. 2C:;. SEPTF.~lBER .1972. OOEG w. 9~tI N W. 44DEc!N:::29M i N N•
. l AN~~OTA!TONCS) MARQUEECS) = "
A H
At
" .... 1;) . l
PROFIL/NO 7/DR VERGER/FRALITI
:. HOP 17.01'I/HR7 lf/HSS411
CASE 7.LTTTORAL TRANSPORT.EEO.TIDAL FLAT.COASTAL MARSH.,
SHALLOW WATER.MUD FLAT.INSHORE ZONE.AOVANCING SHORFLINE.
SAI- T· ~l.t\RSH.COAS TAL DUNE. DM". HARBOR.
, - HOR T70NltiRZ S/t1SSSI1 .
CASE 7.lTTTORAL TRANSPORT.EEO.TIDAL FLAT.COASTAL MARSH~
SHALLOW WATER.MUD FLAT.INSHORE ?0NE.AOVANCING SHORELINE.
SALTMARSH.COASTAl DUNEoDAM.HARBOR.
~ HORIZON/HRZ 6/MSS611 ,
CASE 7.LITTORAL TRANSPORT.TIDAL FlAToCOASTAL ~ARSH.EEO.
Sri ALL QI.} \~ ATEP • ~:U[) FLA T• CO AST LIt~ r-: 0 HM~ BOR 0 0 M,' •
-, HOPIZON/HRZ 7/MSS711
CASE 7~TIDAL F'LAToCOASTAL MARSH.MUD FLAT.COAST LINE.HARROR.
DAM.
- HOP 1ZOt'I/HRZ 101/




CASER. ESTU)\RY • 1SL'AND.i 8A '(-HEAD I;IE ACH=COA ST AL CUr~RENT. A
·C 0 ASTAL [) IlNE. LI TTOR M. .CU rH< ENT0 LIT TOP AL TRANS P0 RT• 1 f\I LET 0
SH I\U. OW \>/ ATER •
. 1 ftNNOTATION(S) M~RQUEE(S) =~.
- HORJZON/HR7 5/MSSSII
CA5E A.~STUARYoCOASTAL MAPSHoEEOoTSLANO.FAULT.8AY-HEAD A -
BEACH=COASTAL CURRFNT;COASTAL DUN~oINLET.LITTORAL
.. TRAt-.JSPORT 0 Ht\RROli 0 cON rFER. DEC 1OUOUS.
1· Ar-INOTATIm·I(S) ~1ARQUEr:(S) =/.
HORTZON/HR? A/MSS611
CASE A.ESTUARY.COASTAL MARSH.ISlANDnHARBOR~TIOAl FLAT.LAKEo
URRMJ AREA.
- HOPI7.üN/HR7. 7/MSS711
CJ\SF p.. ESTU~\RY. COt'ï"ST-AI>.,,-1APSH. 1SL IV'If). HARBOR. CON 1FER.·
DEctnUOUS.LAKE{ISLANn=4~RAN ARfA~ .
1 li m,lOT AT I.ON'(-S.L1-1.~QQUEF. (S) =v
- HOPT10N/HR7 1011









~ H0 Q I70N/HRZ 711
CASE 9.5F.~'.
- HOPIZON/HRZ 1011·










PLt\IN"I.. I~KF .PLAIN.PENEPLAIN.FAlJL T .HORST .SYNCLINE.CFWPLANO .. _
- HORIZON/HR? 711
CAS r:: 10 •Vù LLFY•F0 F~ [ ST" R1VFR. ,...1 EA"l [J F: R• TRI 8UTARY• AL LUV1AL
PLAIt""LJ\KF .!'.LLUVIAL TE"RRACE.FAULT .HORST .SYNCLIt\IE.PL.AIN.
POJf.PL L' 1N. CROPI_ tli\ID .. GR ASSLAND 0
- HOPI?ON/HRZ 1011




- HOP T70f'1/I-IP7 '~/HSSl~//
Cl\ SE "l 1 .. TR 181.1T Afêl'( .. CROPL ANf). GF.OLOG y • EEO. /.1F. ANDER .. I-1IHI )RE'
ST~F./IM ~ ALL UV l AI. PLA 1N .. -DlJ1Î"'L 1ER=CUt" ST A.. F"OPE5 T.. COAS T LI NF ô
"-'" '
Srlt\ LI. ()VI '~JATER ..rOi\ ST AL Ml. RSb!". "
1 ANhJOTATIOI,J'(S) MARQUFF. (5) =./.
- HOP l ZOr--! IHR7 5/115SS/ /
CASF. l]. TR l Rlff flF~Y .. F.F.O. CROPLAf\ID .. GEOLOGY .. ~1,1\ TURE STREAM •.
ME AN n~ q • CO r,J IF t_ R.. DE CID Il () US .. TEr~HACE. FALI LT• CO AST LHl E • DUN F. •
CO~STlL ~ARSH.LAKE.FOREST.
- HOP TZOr--I/HR7 f,/HS S6/ / ,
CASE 1l .. TR 18UT Af~Y .. CROPLf\I'W. GEOLOGY. OAM .. LAKE. URBAN AREA.
FOqr::ST .HIGHt·J!.'\'Y.
- HORT70N/HR? 7/MSS7//
CASE ]].TRIBUTARY.CROpLANn.GF.OLOGY .. MEANDERoMATURE STREAM.
DM·A.I AKE ~ lJl"Ü..lAN MŒA. ~-m<EST' .. H1GHItJA Y• RA 1LROAD.
~ HORIZON/HRZlO//
CASE ll.1.NOVEMBER.1972.0DEG W.29MIN W.47DEG N~13MIN N.
PROFTL/NO 12/DR VERGEP/FRALIT/
- HORIZON/HR7 4//
CASE l?COAST.COASTAL MARSH.SHALLOW WATER.1IDAL FLAT.
COIHFF.:R.SF.ùIMENT.
- HOPIZON/HR2 5// ,
CASE l?COAST.COASTAL MARSH.SHALLnw WATER.TIDAL FLAT.
CONIFFP.SF.DIMENT.RARRIER REAC~~'
- HOP J 7o"I/~lr17 6//




C.oSf-~ l?IDEG \~.S71·lIN, \lJ.lt70EG N.IOMIN No2oNOVEi'IBERo1'972.,-
PROFTL/NO 13/DR VERGER/FRALIT/'
- HORTZON/HR7 4//






- HOP l 701\1/HRi 10//
CAS~ 13.20EG W,33MIN W.45DEG N.46MIN N.2~NOVEMBER.1972.
PROFIL/NO 14/nR VERGER/FRALITI





CASE 14.SNOW.NfANDfR oR0RAL AREA.AGRICULTl~E.ANTICLINE.
RQOKFN CL_OUD~.CITY.CUFSTA.FORESToHJ~HWAYoLONGSHORE CURRENT.
LI TTOPAL TRMISPOf<T. PL'f.I TEAU. SYNCL. !t'JAL VAL l.FY.
- HOR T7Ü~J/r1Rl nll
CLI. C; t l 1+ 0 S11.1 0 Iv • ~FAN 0 f R 0 RU RAL. ,1\ REA. AG RJCUL TlJ RE 0 C1TY0 COli ST.
COlI STâ L 0 IINE. CR 0 PLli Nf). H1GH ~'IAY0 1NOl JSTRI ~\L AF~EA• PLA TE: AU.
RECTAl'!GUU'.R DR t'\. INAGE. SURlJR8AN ARE".
- HOP l 70 1·I/HRZ 711
C li SE 1 L. • S1l.10vi. ~,1r. A,"lDFR 0 RUR ~L AR EA 0 fi GfH CUL TURE .~ LTOCUMUL US.




CASE: J4.18oNOVEM8ER.1972o?DEG E.l?MIN E.50DEG ·N.6MIN N.
PROFIL INO 15/DR VERGER/FRALITI
'.
· - HOPJ70N/rlR7 411
C~SE ]5.MFAND~RoCLduo~=CU~STAoOENnRITICORAJNAGE.FOREST. :A /
GEOGP~PHY.HIGHWAY.HYOROLOGY.PLATEAUo
'1 ANNOTAT!ON(S) MARQUEfCS) = ~
· - ~IOP T7();\I/HRZ 511








1 .ANNOTATIOl\lCS) tvl.L\POUEE(S) =./
-~OPTZON/HRZ 711 .
CASE 15.MEA~nERoRURAL ARFA.AGRICULTURE.CONIFER.CORN.
CR 0PLfi t'ID. r, 1TY• eUE STA. 0ECTOU () lJS• FOR EST • GHAS SLAN D•H1GH~JAY•
HYi)Rf\LOGY.INOUSTRIAL AREA.MEAOOWLt.NO.PLATEAU.VALLEY.
VF Cl F.: Tfi T1at\1 0
- HORI70~.j/HR7 1011 .'
CASE: 15.1R.NOVEMBER.1972.1DEG E.33MINE.480EG N.41MIN N.
. -.l
'-
pr~OFIL/NO 16/DR VERGErVFRALIT 1
- HOP J ZO~,I/HR7 . 4/HSSl~11
CAS E ] AoC () AST~ L 1'1 APSH0 SE AoIS '- AND.\. 1TTOR AL TRANS P0RT0
SEDIMfNT.SrlALLOW WATER oCOAST.8AY-HEAD BEAC~~
- HOPTZON/HR7 S/MSSSI/
CASF Ih.COASTAL MARSH oSEA.ISLANDoSEDIMENT.5H6LLOW WATERo
COAST.AAY-HEAD·OEACH. .
- HOOJ?ON/HR7 6/MSS6/1
CASE 16.COASTAL MARS~.SEA.ISLANn.HAPBORoCOAST LINEoJETTY.
- HORIZON/HRZ 7/H55711 ,
CASE If). CO 1\ ST1\ '- MAR S}of. SE A• 1SLAN D• HA Rf3 0R• CO AST LINE• JET TY•
- HOPIZON/tiFa 101/'
ÇASEI fi • 8 • t-1 ARC H 0 1973 • 0-0 EG 1.01 0 46"'1 Hl vi. 5 ODE G N. 16 ~'I 1N N.
PROFTL/NO 17/DR VERGER/FRALITI
- HOP 1Z0 ~.I1W~ Z l~1 r~S54 11
CASE17.LTTTORAL TRANSPORT.EEO.Mun FLAT.CO~ST LINE.SALT
MARSH.RAY-HEAD BEACHoOUNE.ISLANDoSHALLOW WATER.
- ~IORI7.0!'I/HR7 S/t4SSSli
CASE 17 oLITTORAL TR~NSPORT.EEO.Mun FLAT;COAST LINE.SALT :
1'-104 RSf~ 0 HM( R () f'< • rI t\ ~'1 oISLAN 0 0 ~H\ Y• EST UARY" SIL T• 8 AY- HEA0 REA CH.
Gf: 0L () GY. Vf GET 1\ T10 I\J • CO /\ST M. PLA 1N .. CO.6 ST AL 1-1 ARS H• SHAL L0 W"
\'1 ATER 0
- HORIZON/HRZ 6/MSS61/




CASE 17oLTTT0RAL TRANSPORT.MUD FLAToEEOoCOAST LINE~HARRORo
DA iv11lT SUVJn • Bl\ '( 0 EST LJ AFI Y0 fn vÈR,. (j [0 LOG Y0CO l\ ST AL PLA 1N0; S1. LT0
COAST.61. ~lARSHo
- HORI70N/HR? 1011








CASE l~$LTTTnkAl.· TRANSPOPT.EfO.AAY-H~AD RfACH.COASTAL
/'\ ARS HoC () ASTAL. DU f\J E • LA'K E • CO AST AL PLA 1N• 1SLAN D 0 EST UA RY•
SHALLOW WâTER~ .
- HOPIZON/HR7 S/MSSSII .
CAS~ lQ.LTTTORAL TRANSPORT.EEO.8AY-HEAD RFACHoCOASTAL"
M/1 ~?SH• C() J\ ST Al qUNE. LA1< E 0 C().I-\ STAL PL. AHl oIS L.ô '\1 f) 0 E. STUA RY0 G1)LF • .
- ~OqI70~/HR7 6/MSS611 .
CASE IB.LITTORAL TRANSPORT.8AY-HEAD REACH.COASTAL MARSH.
MI:~,i\f\mr·~f-? COA STAl.. DUNE. LAKE. 1Sl.ANn. ES TUARY • TI OJ\L FL AT0 lWRAN
ARE~.GULF.COAST LINE.MUD FLAT.
J'
- ~ORIZON/HR7 7/MSS7/1 .
CASE 18.L.TTTORAL TP~NSPORT.8AY-HEAD BEACH.COASTAL MARSH.
1'1E ANnn< •C() AST~\ L [) UNE. l..A KF: olS LAN D• FSTUA RY• Tl 0 Il L FLfi T• Urm AN
~~EA.GULF.COAST LINE.MUD fLAT.
- HnPI7.0N/Hr~Z 1011
CASE 18.A.MARCH.1973.2DEG W.2MIN W.47DEG N.26NIN N•.
PROFIL/NO 19/DR VERGER/FRALITI
- .HOP 170l'J/HRZ 4/t"SS411
CASE 19.5YALLOW WA~EP.COASTAL MARSH.COASTAL DUNE.BAY-HEAD
REA. CH 0 LWIGSH() f< E 8 APoL 1TTOP AL TRA1\/ SP0 RT• CON 1FE f( oIS LAN D•
- HOPIZ0~/HRZ 'S/MSSSII
CASElq.SHALLOW WATE~.COJ\STAL MA~S~IBCOASTAL DUNE.BAY-HEAD
BEACH.LONGSHORE BAR olllTORAL TRANSPORT.CONIFER.ISLAND.·
- HORIZON/HPZ A/~$S611 .
. C~ SE ) 9. r:DA STAL /Ylt\ QSH ~ COAST AL DUNE 0 RA Y-HF::A D f1 EA CH .1_ ONGSHORE
RAR,C()NIF~R.HAR80R.ISLANO. '
• - HOPIZO~/HR7 7/MSS711
CASE 19.cnASTAL MARSH.COASTAL DUNF.COAST LINEBCONIFER.
HM-HWR. 1SLANO.
- HOPIZON/HRZ 1011


















PF?OF T1. INO 21/DR VERGFP IFR AL 1TI
- HORIZ0N/HRZ 4/MSS411'
CAS~ ?1.8AY-HEAD RfACH.EEn.NARSH~I_ITTORAL TRANSPORT.
AGR 1CUL TUPE. HAPBOR el SLAND 0 FOr~EST.
- HOPIZON/HR7' 5/MSS5/1
CASE ?l,.F\/lY-~It:AO 8f..ACI-i."'\APSHoEEO~'- TTTORAI.. TRANSPORT.
HJÜHOI. I TH. FORE.ST 0 HL\RPOR 0ISLAND D JE TTY •
~ HODIZON/hRl 6/MSS611 .
CASE ?1.8AY-HEAD BFACH.MAPSH.LITTORAL TRANSPORT.ESTUARY.
CLOUf") STREETS. FOkf:ST • TOI-l80LO. Ha R8()R. 1SLAt-JD.
- HOPI70N/HÇ~7 101/ "
CASE 21.Q.MAPCHoI97302DEG W.IIMIN W.50DEG N.17MIN N~
. PRO F TLIN0 2210 R VEf~GER 1FRA L:I T1
- HORTZON/HRl 4/MSS411 . . '
CASE ?2oLJTTOPAL TPANSP08T.EEO.COASTAL MARSH.SHALLOW WATER.
1SLJ\f\lQ. SM. T MA RSH 0 nU"JF.. f:>..DVANC 1NG Sl-JOFŒL 1NE. 8A Y-HEAf) f3E ACH.
- HOPI?ON/HRl 5/!'ASS5/1
C~SE ??eLJTTnRAL TRANSrORTeEFO.COASTAL MARSl-J.SHALI.OW WATER.
1SL Mm. ri flR80R 0 [lA"! 0 SAI. T r.-lARSH. DU.NE .. ADV t,NC 11IJG 5HOFŒl. TNE o·
HYDfWI.OGY.f3AY-HEAD BEACH•.
- ~IOP r 7.0N/Hf~7 6/"'15.';611
c.I\Sf. ?2.LITTO!~AL TR,At-JSPORT '-C0ASTAL MAf~SH.5HALLO~·J .\~ATFR.
JSL4ND.COâST LINE.HAR80RQOAM.HYDROLOGY.
- HOP T7.01\1/HH7 101/
CA5E ?2eQoMAqCH.l~73.2DEG W.50MIN W.48DEG N.S2MIN N.
PROFII./I'JO 23/DR VERGER/FRALITI
- HORTZON/HR7 4/MSS411 .
C~SE· ?3.E~TUARY.TOMHOLn.cnASTAL MAR5H.8ARRIER 8EACH o CAPE.
COAST.ISLAND.CONTINENTAL SHELF.CUPRENT.MUD.OPEN PIT MINE.
-YOPI70N/HR7S/MSSSII .






. C~SE ?3.Q.MAPCH.1973.~DEG W.27MIN W.47DEG N~28MIN·N •.
~; .-; ().
v l û
PROFIl. / ~JO 2l~ / 0R VER GF[.< / FRA LIT /
_. HORIlbN/HR7 4/MSS4// .
Cil SE 24. Sr. A. fv'UI). CUPFŒNT "COi\JT 1NENT.t\ l_· SHEl_F.
"
- HORIZON/HRZ 5/MSS5//
, U\ SE? l~ • SF: A•
- HOPIZON/HR? 6/MSS6//
CASE ?4.SfA •.
- HOP l ZO~J/HR7 10//





CASE ?5o~:STUAP'(.COASTAL MARSH.CU~'lULONH18lJS.S·TRATlJS= A ;.:-
1. Af\! NOT AT 10r,j ( S) ~,1 M~9UEE ( S) :.=.
HOPIZON/HRZ 5/MSS5//
Cl-\..SE ?S.t5TUt\PY .CO.i\STAL /00ll1RSH"CUt-1l.JLONIMBUSoSn~ATLJS= A .
1 ANNOTATTON(S) ~ARQUE~(S) =
- HOP 1ZON/HP7 . 6/~'lSSç/ /
C li. SE ?S. F ST Uô.PY • CO I~ 5 ï AL ~'lA RSH. CUI-11 JL ON 1MBl)S. STRA TUS=Cl_OUD fi. .
STREFTSnRTVEP..
1 . ANNOTATION(S) MARQUEE(S) =
HORIZUN/HR? 7/MSS7//
c.l\St: ?SoESTlJdf-<Y .COASTAL f'.olM~SH~CU"'lIJLONIH8US./l.GRICUL TURE.
, CLOUq STREETS.RIVER •.
- HOPTZON/HR? 10// .
CASE 25 0 4.JUNE.1973.
PROFIL/NO 26/DR VERGER/FRALIT/
- HORIZON/HRZ 4/MSS4// \
, .













- HOPT7qN/HRZ 4/MSS4//· .
CAS~ ?7.FSTlJARY.EEn.JFTTY.NEA~DER.RURAL AREA.SCATTERED A.
CL 0U(1 S•ST RAT lJ S=: T1DAL FLL'IT •
1 ANNOTATION(S) MARQUff(S) = .
. \
HOPI70N/HR~ S/MSSS// .
CASE ?7~FSTUA~Y.EEO.COASTAL MARSH.COASTAI_ DUNE.AGRICULTURE.
ALLlJV1ftL PLATN.CUMULUS.FOREST.MEANOfR.RURAL AREA.STRATUS= . A
VEGET IH 1ON.
1 ANNOTATJON(S) MAROU~E(S) =
- HORTZON/HP? 6/MSS6//
Cf. Sf. ? -, • f ST UA RY•EF. 0 • CO AS T AL M1\ R5H • CO AS TA L DII ~lE• CA NAL.
CUt.'lUL US. HAf-<R()f~. l NOl J5Tf<I AL ARE A•.)[TTY •~EANDER. SCA TTFRED .
CL 01Jf1 S• ST RAT US=: lmH LI N ARE A • VALLEY • v E(, ETAT 101'f.




ClJMI JI. US .I-j li RbOR. 1NDUS TR l AL ARE A. JETTY 0 MEANDEF<. fWR AL Af~t:A.
SCl\ TTFREO Cl.OUOS. URRMJ AI<F.A.





GR~SSLAND.ESTUArn .. AGRICUL.TU~(E.URBAN AREAo·
- 'r'IORI70N/HR7 5/1·IS55//
CASE r}~. ME AI\lf)EP 0 f:<UP AL AF<fjl, • FAUL T• D[C 1OUOUS. VEGET ATrON.
VAL.LFY.GRASSL~ND.ESTUARYoAGRICULTUREoUR84N AREAo
. - HOqI10N/HRZ 6/MSS~//
CAS~ ?A.MfANOER.RUPAL AREA.FAULT.fEO.VALLEY.COAST LINE.
ESTUARY.AGRICULTURF.UR8AN AREA.INDUSTRIAL APEA •.
- HOPIZON/HRZ 7/MSS7//





- HOR 170~I/HRZ 5/1'IS55/ /
CASE 29 o MEANnER.AGRICULTURE.CITY.CRnPLANn.FOREST.
VEGETATION.VALLEY.
- HORIZON/HR? 7/MSS7//· .






PROFIL/NO 30/0r-<'VERGF.RiFr~ALI TI 5 ZO





CASE 3n.COASTAL PLAIN.LITTORQL TRANSPORToVALlEY.VEGETATION.
CON 1FER. FOREST •U~8J\N' AREA. VI NEYARn 0 LAKE. ~GF( l,CUl. TI)r~f •
HI GH\lIAY.
~ ~OPT70N/HRZ 6/MSSAII
CA<-iE ,lO.COl-\STAL PUd1'-J.LITTORAL H?/INSPORT oVALL.EY.COt\ST LINE.
LAKE. TJDAL Fl.J\LCONIFEF?
- HO R1 7. 0 ~,J1 H f? Z 71"'1 SS7 Il
CASE jo.cnASTAl PLAI~.LITTORAL TRANSPORT.VALLEY.COAST LINE.





CASE 11oCOASTAL MARSH.TIDAL NARSH=ESTUARY.AG~ICULTIJRE.CAPE.
CllJ.\STAL Cllf-lRf:NT .èOJ\STAL DIJNE.FOFEST. ISLJ\Nn.LITTORAL
TR.\NSPOI-H •SA!. T ~'IAFlSH 0 SHt'LLOVJ ~IA TER ..
l ,ONNOTATTON(S) MARQUEE(S} :
- HOR t 7.0"I/HR7.: 5/t---:SSSI/
CASE' JJ .COASTAl M~RSH.TIDAL MARSH=F~O.ESTUARY.8AY.nUNE.
, MA PSH• SA LT /vI LI RSH• T11) fi L FLA .(. SE A• V1-\ LLEY •
',1 ,'ANNOTATION(S) MARQUEE(S) =
- HOP J ZON/HR7 6/1·\55611 .
CASE 31.COASTAL M~RSHoTlI)AL MARSH=ESTUARY.DAMoDUNE.FORfST.
L AKF. • PIJRAl, ,ll PE. A• SE A" V ,ô LL EY.'
1 AN~nTATJON(S) MARQUEE(~} ~
- HOPI70N/HP7 7/MSS711
C~SE ]l.cnASTAL MftRSH.TIDAL MARSH=ESTUARYoOIJNE.FOREST.RURAL
• At~FA. SEA" URBAN MŒ A. VALLEY.





CASE 3?ESTUARY.COASTAL DUNE~FOREST.LAKE.MARSHoSALT MAPSH.
SURIJPgAN AREL\.
- YOPT70N/HP7. 5/MSSSII
CAS~ 3?ESrUARY.COASTAL DUNE.FOREST.CUMULUS.SU8URHAN APEA.
VINfYARD.
- HOPTZON/HRZ 6/MSS611
c.~SF:: 32.ESTUlIRYoCOllSTAL nUNE.FOREST.ALLUVIAL PLAIN.CAPE •.
DU~E.CROPlAND.RURAL AREA.TIOAL FLAT.siLT MARSH.
- HORIZON/HR~7/MSS711. ,
CASf:: 3?ES1UARY.COASTAL OlJNE~FOREST.EEO.CAPE.DUNE.RURAL
AREA.UR8~N ARfA.SALT MARSH. ' '








Tt should be stressed that corrections require cautioüs màniplÙ.ation of the card decks.
Faulty carcls arè replaced as follows:
". One vaUd card for one faul"bJ, '~rhen the resulting number of characters (alld blanle
" spaces) i3 smaller or equal;
• 'fiIO vaUd cards for one faul ty J whcri correction introduces a greater nUmb~r .
of characters.
SUch a procedure is standard ~rhen ·blan!< columns betvTcen separators are accepted. "
1iUrthermore, partial duplication of cards rcduces manual intervention.
Corrected cases r€fl1ain ordered as before.




CA S·E SDES CRI P T 1 ON S








M b D 1 FI E D " IMAGE
*FIN
"FIN
A pl~nted descrip.tion of the entire case (image descriptions and coordinates) is
. .
standard output. .ft.nnotationsappear once again for the remaining unilnportànt
" .
discrepancies and require no further intervention.
522





, '6' ,l ,2 ,3, 4 ,5 ' , '
12345678901234S678901234567~~0123456789012345~7890123456J89012 ,
,lIRUN; G ORS IDA, TPO 160', ORS TOM . " ; 026 'OR 029','
"ASG,T ENTREE.,8C,175L . DRISS[




.. IN COL.' 11~14 LEFT-JIJ5TIFIED
C'A S'E' N U M BER'
'ONE CARD FOR EACH CASE'
, *FIN
"FIN
Printing follows a standard' order of the d~scriptorsand is freed fromall
discrepancies. ,
. . .
, Fonns received from Dr. Verger are prescnted as computer output on next pages. ,
. ,
, Tem ,EFX> deserves a short comment, asi t informa only on: the presence of at least
. ,
'one excellent example of keY'llord in the' des~:dption•. lool~irig at thefirst listing
. . . . .


















CLOUD STREE~S.COASTAL MARSH.COAST LINE.
DAM.
, HAR80R •












TI DM. fLA T•





































47DEG N.33MIN N.3DEG ~.16~IN w.
'1031-10352.
PROFIL/N9 3/DR VERGER/FR~LITI













23 • Al~GUS T• 1972 •

















23. AIJGUST 0197'2 •



















Uf~RAt-.J AF-Œ A0 .
1064-10175.
~ HOPIZON/HR7 A/MSS611
ALUN 1AL PLA 1N...ALLlJV 1AL TfRRACE.
CITY .. CL oun STRE ETS .. CON IFER .. CROPLAt-.ID l) CUI-IULUS ..
OECII1110US ..
FOREST.
1r>JDU5TR 1 AL AREA •
. ·MEAl'lnJ::R. ' \
IJI-<8 Al\J AREA •./
·1064-10175.
- HORI70N/HR7 7/MSS711
ALLUVIAL PLAHI .. ALLUVIAL TERf~ACE.
CITY .. CONIFER.CROPLAND.
OECJnUOUS.
!l'Jf)USTR 1AL ARE A•
. MA.RSH .. MEANDER.
SlJR.UP8M~ AREA.
UI~Rt\N ARE A•
. EXCELLENT ~XAMPLE OF KEYWORD.
1064-10175 •
. - HORT10N/HR7 1011
2S.S~PTEYRER.1972•.
480EG N.4SMIN N.IDEG E.37MIN E.
'.1064-10175.
































l" E .~ I\J 0 F:R. .
.. TII1AL FLAT.
I.H~RAN .AREA •.
V1"J F. YARD. :
1064-10190 •.
· - HORI70N/HR7 7/MSS7//
ALLUVIALTERRACE.

























t-1LJD FI.. AT. .
SALT MARSH.SHALLOW WATER.
TIDAl fLAT ..










SALT MARSHoSHALLOW WATER. .
TIOAL FLAT.

























































































PROF TIJNO lO/DR VERGF.R/FR AL 1TI.
- HoqrloN/HR7. 411









































110 1- 102'. 1 •
- HOPIZON/HRZ 101/·
1. NOVFt-1BER. 1972.












~1À TlJRE" 5TRE M~ 0 ~EANf)ER.
OUTLIFR.
SH.l\LLO\>' ~IA H:·R.
n~ 1RlJT ARY. .
EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF KEYWORD.
1101-1 02L~4.

































1 .NOVF.t"REP ~ 197?.








- Hnp J'ZO~J/HRZ 511
. 8MW l ER RFACH •.
COAST.COASTAL NARSH.CnNIFER.










ï'.. NOVEMBER 0 1972.














































AGR l rUL TlJRE.' .
·CITY.COAST.COASTAL DUNE.CROPLAND.
ROAD.

































































































'- HOR T7.0N/HR7 6/HSS611
COASTAL MARSH.COAST LINE.
H.4I·?l=!OP.




















- HOR 1?Of\J/HR7 4/MSS(~/ /




L1TTOR t\L. TRA"'SPORT •
. }~ IJ D F 1.. AT. .
SALT AIl\RSH.SH~,LLO\~ WATER.











MUD FLAT. . ...
SALT ~ARSH.SHALLOW WATER.5ILT.
VEG'::T"TIO~,I.


















































I::XCF.Ll.ENT EXM,~PL[ OF KE YII/ORO.
l ,~2Fl-l 0305. .
- HOR J ZOf\I/HRZ' 6/t-1SS6/ / .
IjI\Y-HF.AD REACH.




















- HODIZON/HRZ 101/ .
. A."'1AP.CH.1973 •








HA Y-I-lf AD nE.ACH ..
COASTAL nUNE.C0iSTAl"~ARSHoCONIFER •
. ISL.AND.
II TT()PlIL TRA"'SPORT .LO"!GSHOfŒ BAR.




COllSTfl.l" DUNE .COASTAL MARSH.CONIFER.
ISLt\N(). '
LITTOPAl TRJ\NSP.ORT .lONGSHORE' BAR~'
S~AU.fn" ~J 1\1 ER.
1228-10311.








" - HORI70N/HfU 7/1"'557//'






46D~G N.~MIN N.2DE~ W.38MIN w.














- HORTZON/HP? 10/1 .,
8. "'1 ARÎ.H • 1973.






. PROFIL/NO 21/DR VERGEfUFRALITI
- HOQI70N/HRZ 4/MSS411
J\GfH CUL. TURf •.






EXCEL.l.nn EXA1'1PLE OF KEY\IJORD ~























9 • t-1 APCH • 197 3 •
50DEG N.17MIN N.2DEG W.11MIN W.






"PROF,T L/f\JO 22/DR VERGER/FRAL 1TI
- HOPI?ON/HRZ 4/MSS411 .




I SL HH). ,
LTTTNHlL TRMISPORT.
SALT MARSH.SHALLOW WATER.











fXCELI FNT ~XAMPLE OF KEYWORD.
1229-10361.






























































9 • lI-H\ PCH. 1973 •




































EXCEl.LENT EXM,jPLE OF 'I(EY~IORD~
1352-1017?


































fXCELLFNT EXAMPLE OF KEYWORD.
1:-152-10174.
- HORl7.0N/HRZ 5/MSS511
MiR I CULTURE •.d.LL UV I.t\L PLA l "'.






EXCELLENT EXANPLE OF KEYWORD.
1352-1.0 174 •.
- HORTZON/HR? 6/MSS611









VEGETf1. T 101'1 0



























LJ Rfi At-.I ARE A•
VF. GET AT lOt-.I •
1352-101Al".
- HOR l 'ZON/HR? 5/~lSS5/ /
MiR T(UL TURE.
DECT/ll.Jnu'S •



































































- "HOP IZON IHRZ' S/MSSSI/




























l'. GR TCIlL TllDE •
















































. L I-\I<\E •
MARSH.
. 5 AL T /vi ARS H0SLIBURBfI f\! ARE A•
13S3-10?~Sl.
- HOPTZON/HPZ S/MS5S//




y l t'-I Ey ,t\ p () •
1353-102510
- HORI 70~I/HRZ 6/tvlSS6/ /
ALLlJVIAL PLAIN.




















135'3 - l 025 1 •
..
Tran31a~ed output in a forei:gt1 language io obta.i~ed by means of th-e- re~erenco
number to the equivalen~ rûpertoiT~ (eag. tl1e 150175 repertoire). Allother
control cards rannin ullchéJJ1ged.
SYSTEM AND PROGRAM CONTROL CARDS
--~------------------------~TRANSLATE IMAGE DESCRIPTIONS
---------------~------------
1 23- 4 5 6: 0
1234567A901234567890123456189012345678901234567890123456789012
'If-<UN, GORS l DA, TPO 1.1109 ORSTOM 0 026 -OR -029
III\SG 9 T ENTREE 0 q Be., 155L ÔR~-ï75L




IN_ COL. 11-14 LEFT-JUSTIFIED
CASE NlJt-lAtR __ -
ONE CARO FOR EACH CASE-
To deleto image descriptions) use the follo\dng system and progréUll control cards:_
DELETE IMAGE DESCRIPTIONS
1 2 3- 4 5 6
1234567890i23~567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
IIRUN.C ORSIDA 9 TP0160,ORSTOM 026 0-'l._029
IIASG,T F.NTREE.,8C-d75L OR I55e




IN COL. 11-14 LEFT-JUSTIFIED
CAS E N U M 8 E R-
ONE C~RD FOR EACH CASE -
- *FIN
"FIN
Ta insert ~2 Cases or ERTS image descriptor- FOm-~S requires 30 seconds CPU and - - -
approximately 400 cards. To be more precise, only 119 image descriptions and
?5 complete spatial and temporal referencing records were ~nserted (no RBV was
- -
available, becausethe ERTS catalbgl 'tthich is used for ge0tP'aphical c00rdinat~s,
. ., . '.
. -
was not the most recent (May 31, 1973». Printing CPU time or tanslation timo




Âo Giey, Régie 1nfom~tique, Paris, 1969
,
12 seconds cPU compilatian time
69 K ...
5 Fnstrand tracks
storeil on tape No 5755, file No 16
ELElJ!ENTNA!1E VERSION TYPE instructions
.1 mx JX)NNEE FOR SYND 62
J K"m:i\D JX)NNEE FOR S'.lNB 48
K KCOÎ'l'TR . FOR STIlB 67.
.1 PROFIL' . FOR STIifB '59
M noRIZN FOR SY1-m 115
B INIT seo chapter 4
C I.'3VIO see chapte~ 4·
G NTRi\NS see' chaptel' 4











COMMON KARACT(64) 9ICARACC~4),KCARTE(Rn) 9INnEXC~


















',KZONE(2)=0 , . '












. IF (NUlulERO) 125, 125,115





1F (RJCTR+P',JPRF) 1l~0, 135, 1L~O

































































































































































































































SUBROUTINf. PROFILCNUMER0 9 KZONE)
COMMON KARACT(64)~ICARAC(64),KCARTE(AO) ,INDEXC,
lIRUPT,KAFLn,IERR,INDCAR,NPAGE,INBUF(Sl!) ,OUTAUF(S10),OICTIO(60000)




KZONE C1> =0 '






















































































1 1RU PT, 1< AFLD, 1ERR9 1ND CAR? NP AGE 9l NB LJ F (51 1) ,OU TBUF. (1) 1,0 >. ; D1CT l 0 (6 0000 )
INTEGER OUTRUF,DICTIO






















































































1F (NU"ŒRO-?**6) 360 ;360,350
NUMERO=O ,,'
1=(KZONE(1)-ll/6+1
K=6* 1-KZONF: ( 1l, "
1=1·2
















































































In ·tlle precp,din~ chaptcrs wehave seen how the hm Magnetic tapes were loaded, in
flip-flop mode, ..Ii th the repertoire and the first bundle of descriptions~ One
tape i8 now used for retrieyal. Retrieval is performed by the selection program
on the ba~is of a 1300lean expression containing ,·rhatever appears in the repertoire:
. .
descriptors Îll plain language or incocle; ,spatial and temporal referel?cingj
idenhfication numbers, etc •
.Relutionships, operutionl?, variables, data, are the four tenns associated in tIre
.Boolean expression. Thèseparator is a periode ,,'
nelaTI onshi·P'§'.
Sixt,ypes of relationship are available:
b'Teater th811·
less than
greater thoo or equal to'
















The list of descriptors ia offering a ,dde range of selection procedures. Apart from
. .
g00grr~hical selection within an area formed by two' longitudes and two latitudes (expressèd
)
in dcg!ées Greenwich nnd minutes) Md, HPart from simple case selection, the descriptors
ACCLINAL VALLEY·
ACT IVE GL1\ C1 I~R


















MlACL l NAL \/,<\LLEY











A\J P..LANCHE SC AR





























. nEL TEO PLA IN
AILLOY/·
·R 1LLO~J CLOUD
f-3 1OLUfvl I NE SCENCE
f3I RD-FOOT DELTA








































































































































1NSHCH< E Z0 I\J E
INSEQUENT STREAM ,





1SL: J. t,If) )\ RC
15 THr·~U~) .





















































OPEN PIT /vi 1 ~IE
OPCI-.IARD
Or-?OGH À,PH rC CLOUO
OUTLFT
'OUTL IfR








P F.I~ 1<1/\ F ROS T
PH.O~~ONT
PTEDMm-lT PLAIN




















































































































", themselvcs inay be used in t!1O Boolean expression. The variables appoar, therein,
in plain langunge or in codo and the tl'iÜ modes mélY be mixed.
, In,iQ.·
Data, also i3 in ntlJl1ericaJ. code or ïn plain lanp,uage. Input tape for solection has
codes l for aIl descriptors really used in the doscript~ons. Tllerefore, a condition
fo'r selection ia indifferently "Tri tten
dcncr:i.ptor "'l 1
or same dcscriptor ~ -1
to select all images 'iD. th '~1ùs descriptor.
"
~{Ei.ll1:ple: DUNEsn.l.
For more thffil one clesc:dptor) the conditions are linked by 0'0'
firat descriptor = 1
OU 8econd descriptor = ,1
OU t1drd descrilJtor =. ·1
,-~O select all images ,·rith aU' thr~e descriptora.
'.
Exarllnle: Dlfl\TE.EG o J..OU. CONIFEHoEGc:J..OUoDECIDUOUS.EG.l.
The triplet 'variable, relationship, data', i8 'caUed a condition. Condi tiana are
linked by operations. Operator Er has pnol1. t'th as no parentheses are available.
S(~parator is a period (f'ull~stop sign) betrTeen variable, relationsiu:p~ data, o'perator,'
.variable, etc. Whcn more than one card is needed to punch the Boqlean e:;rpressi~n,
'.i t ia option111:
o to punch in col. 1 ta .80 and proceed to col. l of next card;
, ,
• to end puncffing .the first card after a period and commence the next card ,-ri th a periode
N'oti.ce that the first card of the Boolean expression begins in col. l 'l'ri. thout a peri~d.
Up to 100 conditions may be introduced in a 'single e:x-pression.:
75
SYSTEM AND PROGRAM CONTROL CARDS
RETRIEVAL OF IMAGE DESCRIPTIONS
rJ}"Lri-"h->-~<-idt'Y"T"",6-"Nv 1r 0v eu-! /(J -%tJ .
T ION CAR D S P U'N CH E D COlo ·1-80
1 234 5 6 7. 8
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123L~567890123456789012345678901234567890
11 f~UNIl J. 0RSI () l ... 9 TP0 160 ., 0RSTO~1 ~'._--!3.. . 02(, 0R 029
IIASG,T.ENTFŒE.,AC.,175L Où /<ÇKL .





S,E L E C
*F,TN
"FIN
(PRINTED OUTPUT ON TERMINAL,TAPE OUTPUT IN COMPUTER ROOM)
"J ~
". u
Retricval of descript?-ons of Dr•. Verger; in coded fonn ,ri thout coorclinates~
ï , ~~1Il.J ? ..J 0 q sr, T• TP (1 1A 0 , () RSTO',i
Il 1\ SG,T n·) TP[f. • • f.H-: ? l 7 C; L
Il t~ S(; ,T l 5 .... ~~ r: , 31-1 R(, f-=
IIxnT SGT.SGT
;:·]1-1-0174
;:·TQ.AVp IL· 1 A 32
. '}38b




- Cnse numbers range l to 3~~
Jl'1.ta tape No 175 i8 used"
.:.. Tape No 3886 for output, under 10gical No 15.
- Selection Program SG~ in absolute fonll ls on Fastrand.
- Repertoire ~ro 140174 :.
- ~Tob identificaii.on i8'32. cases .are available'.
- Record haa ~n6 bina~déscrip~ors•.
- Variable narne is CASE.
- First twocondi tions are equ.tvalent ta· l ~ Case ~ 32
. - Third condition excludes aIl spatial and temporal referencing,
meaning year i8 missing.
YF..AR = -1
The ]oolea~ expression may be ~aitten in the làngtlage of an equivalent repertoire.
The repertoire control eard must correspond. Printod input and outpu-t are in' the.
sarne language.
'1 7









Card ~FIN is missing.
The BooleélIl expression stops on an operator.
The Ibolean expression·cxceeds 100 conditions.
One operator 18 ~rrong (e.g. and).
Mis-spelling of data.
Unknown variable (e.g. stratUs).
Faul ty construc'don of the Eoolean ex-pression (e.g. priori ty
rul~ neglccted).






Simultaneous listing of the descriptions and encoding of a tape reeJ. is standard output •.




for descriptors or spatial and temporal referencing
for case number
.for band number or coordinates
code l = RBVl
2= RBV2·
3= RBV3





8= l'ISS OOLOR COf.lPOSITE
9 = RW COWRCONPOSITE
0=· OOORDINAT~
115 . for 'card' count
An image descripti.on load-ed on tape in coded fOIm covers 29 'cards'; as many as
1484 descriptions maybe selected and loadedi card count cml reach 43036. The last
card of record cantai.ns the case number in col. 26·~)O· - "Ihich is the last variable
in ~epe!'toire - tmd is campleted "f.lth zeros in cal. 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, GO, 65, 70 •
. . Codes may be found" in the repertoire.
Order of output ~s as. follown: binary, nominal, ordinal and interval variables.
In ist act1lal presentation, the repertoire has onlybinary (descriptors) and interval
variables (spat~al, and temporal referencing)."
'/ 9l ,
Tape output and printcd output di:ffer slightly in contents
o Tape output is reotricted ta the selected imageso
• Printed output in plain language is extended to a11 images é11ld coordinates of
a case, 1'lhen at lenst one image of that case is selected.' The selected images
are marl<ed S in the right 'margine The s8Jne printed output appears on the left
. and right half side of each page•
• Printéd out~ut in codedform covers on1ythe selected first and last image, êilld
gives the total number of se1ected images.
~,n eXélmple of printed output ..is given:'on the fol1m'ring pages. This is case number 15
or produet 1118 - 10184 images' NSS 4, 5, 6, and 7 selElCted. Two' encoded recor~s,
out of 119, image MSS 4 "of case.nmnber 1 and MSS 7 of case number 32 i are
indicators tha-h tape vTas lciaded vr.i. th the entire subsample of 119 encoded image





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0" n'0 (1 14




00 (l 0 1/+
OO'1I014
,








1 (f () 0 ll~






() 0 1) n1 L~
1
(1 () 0 (1 ll~












00 l)."p7 :14 ?~.'








1 J 4 33OO\,3?7
OU03?73 l t34
OuO)?7 3 4 35
OOOJ?7 3 l t36
o0 fi :~ ? 7 34 J -f
000327 34~e
. 0 (1 () :1 ? 7 3.'t J 9





. 01)"03?7 344~ .
(100327 344'0







The Selection Program .
by
A o Giey, Régie 'Infoim~tique,Paris,.1969
, . . . .
--------.-------------~---------~-~--~--~~-~----~-------~--------------------
. .
. 13 seconds CPU compilation timo
eo K
7 Fastrrrnd .trucks
stol'ed ... on tape 1-io 5755, fi10 No 16













FOR STIlB '. 294
. see chapter 4.
see chaptel' 4...
. SEE chapter 4 .
see chapter 4
see chaptel' 4









COj~MOI\J KAR::l.CT (':..1+) 9 JCAf<I\C (6'+) 91\CMnf-. CBO)·, p.JI)~XC.
1 l RI JPT, K M LDd FRH • 11'JDCli. t~ , t., P ~\ GE- , HJ t:i UF ( c; l 1 ) , (1 LJ Hill F (S l 0) , U [ CTI 1) ( A0 0 0 0) .
UlT F (":'Ef< DI CT To. OUTBUF' . .
. TI\JT Er, F Fol Cli R1\ CT. iW SUL T , C1\ PTF:·
DIu!-J·JSI/lf\! K70f\lF.ÎJ(SlU) ,Kznt\JF.H(5?UO) 9~·f~()!\W.<:lOO) ,CAf~T.F.<7S)·· ·8
np!F1\) S10 j\J l 'r:~ flf) U ( 5 () 0) ,K 7nÎ'i 1=- T (~) 00 )





1Nnt 1)F= ~ i~ i:' 3l~
Cli 1. L. HJ ( T ( 1 )
Cli LLlO[) (1). l) " 0 , l 1 0 ? 3 • l.) .









l F (K L\. F l. [) If). B , l 0
DO<)L=l,f\O
J == i< r. t\ RTF (L ) .
KCLiPTE (L.l = 1 CARAC (~J+ 1)
F [) R~·1/\ T ( >1 0RI)
1I\H)F. ~C=.A 1
i\J:U:RO=O. .
CA ~) 1\ CT=K~< t M) ( l )
IF(Ci\RACT-44)1500,12,1500






































































[) (>1 ] 1) K=: 1 , ~.! ~V1\ l~ 1
1 F (N - D1 c:: T JI) ( r ) ) 1 1. 0 , 9 0 9 Il 0











IF- (N-21 15()?, 1~)()915{J2
K=1 .
. 1F (K Z0 f>J EH ( 1 ) - ('2 ~ -.:- 6l~ .;. 23) ) 160 i ? 10 , 16 0
K=2 .
l F ( ~< Z0NEH ( 1) - ( ? ~ ~:. 114 + ? 3) ) 1 '7 () , ?10 ~ 17 0
K=3
TF- ( !< ZONE H ( 1 ) - (3 <) ,:. 64 + 39) ) 1 R. fl 9 ?1 0 , l HO
K=l~ .




1F (K 7. ONEH ( 1 ) ~ ( 23.;, 64 + 21 ) Il:? 1) 2 ,210 , 150?



























































IF (JOO-J) lSfJ5, lSO~, 13
IF (l'JllS06,330, 1506
,'., Z0 ~.! F: (J +2 ) ~ 1.1 7. () ~,IE ( ...J+ 2 ) + 1
~·.ICr:)r·ln~J+ 2
UO]40K=1,3




























Kzm,jF·: ri ( 1 ) ~ () .







































1r: ( PI PLI F ( ? ) - p.P) EnF ) 50tH HO 0 9 A() 0
TF ( H JPo UF (2 ~ - ;;:.-::- ,:- 3 0 ) ISO (l ~ l ~ï 0 () , S 0 6
~1== 1;-.m LI F ( l )
OOSORT=l,N.





1F ( 11\l::~LJF (K) ) 5 u~, 512 t 518
. C1\.1. l:. 10l) ( () 9 0 ~ 1) 4 0 • 0 , 6 9 L)















J=r·1Zf)~,!E ( 1 )
M~ELAT=MlO~F(I+2)/2**18
l",!) S K=2 lH:- 2 4 - l
MRfFF.R=K10N~H(K+J).ANO~IMASK
1F (1.1 ~~FFEl'~ - ( ( (4 FF- 6 lt + lt a) .;} r. 4 + l2 ) ,} fA + l ) ) S4 0 , S:3 5 9 54 0




IF (MRFFErI-~'17()(\jE(T + 1) ) 570, ~)flO. S60
IF(MRFFFR-MZ0N~(J+17)5bO~SAO.570
1F Olt REF1-: ~< - t'-1 Z() Ht-: (1+ l ) ) 5., 0, ~) ., 0 , 560'









K Z()IjEH ( l Anf)R + 1) ==KZONEH ( l !\f)[)t< + 3) + (SO -?5)

































CCl. rIT E (5 ';:'.J l =0
M1Ff..'O=M7.EPO-1 ,
1F (CAPTE (5-:}J-'~) -l.8 l 632, ,c,40, A3ê
nO/;]S.L= 1,4 '
1F (C AP. TF: ( 5 -::- .) _1") + U ) 6'+ 0 , 6]5 , 0 '+ 0 .
CA~TF(S*J-5+L)=48 .
cmiT 1NUE
K 1\ q 1\ C=K Z0 !\I EP ( 2 )
OOnSOL=1,4 .
CA~ Tf: ( 75 - L l =K:\ R1\ C ~ AN 0 0 63
~ARAC=KAHAC/2**6 . .
CARTF(75l=K70N~h(IADDR+2l .ANn.63




. l.·m 1n:( 15, f,gt:;) CARTE, !'!()CART
WRITE(27NOCI\RrlCARTE~NOC~RT
f 01-:U.II4 T ( 7SPI 1 15)
l\jOr. ,1\ Rr=I\IOC J\ RT + l
TF(~OCl\RT.GT~4JO~6)GOTO 800 .









1'1R TTr:: (6 " ~n 0 ) .
r:- () r~' !".l/l, r ( l H1 l




(\10 CAR T=:-..J 0 C,.\ D T- 1
WQITE(6,840lN0CART























t'JI: t.< f-\> OR =~·JE~)KOf< + l
. I\JEF<P()f..l=NEPr<OÇ~ ... l
NE RROP =l\Jf.I~KO r~; l
1\1FPf:':<.P=f\IEPPGR+ l











Cros3-tabulatio;n of descriptors Wïth bands
. . .
Selection output tape is uscd, under logical' tape nu.ïlber 15 j ,-Ti th prog:r:l1~
Bi·fJX)8D received from the U.C.L.A. Realth Sciences OJmputing Facility ten years ago.
(w. J. Iüxon, ed.; 1964).
Facecl ,'ri th a single nominal base variable (band) and a large number of bin~ry
varlables (descriptors), we use program IW:0SD to 'compute "bllo-",'lay frequency
tables of the fonn:
aIl bands
l'OU totals




column "tot.:'11s grand total
"·The progrrun does this on no more than 1484 image descriptions and 10 weIl choosen
. .
and labeled descriptors, undcr control of l to 10 I-type format cards.
Punching these format cards requires an annotated copy of the descriptors reference
list subdivided Îl'lto the 29 1 cards' of selection output. "Te have seen that the
band number appea~s in column 7S of a11 1 ca:rds'.
Iüxon, '·T. J. ed. (1964). 13HD D.i.omeclical Computer Programs. First edition•
. U.C.L.A., los Ange.les.
() . ')








Df(lj t}, L. 1N
DUNE·, .
EART~QUAKE DAMAGE













..-5 l Ol~ r_) . _
r:- îFŒ· . û/Vd I,!-.











FPOtn AL ~j)\ VE












GrWlJ~:o TPU TH USF8
GULF .
Hft f~ t.? 0 r~ ,~ _






























, COli STAL CU f< r< ENT
COASTAL'[)UNE
CO,\5T M_ 1'-li\}<SH



































f3 I lW-fOOT DEL TA'















C t Uf~ 0 ST r~ J\ TUS
ACCL INAL VALLEY 'twd'/
t,CT IVE: GLAC IF~R ,





AflH M. HI.'\GERY lJSED
AGRICULTURE






















1\ Vfi Lll.JK HE
r-. Ii M.M·:Cl-lF" SCAR
~; Xl J.\ L STRE At-1
BI\CK B/~ y .
nACI\SHor~E










B l'. f<IH U< L/iGOON
[JJ\!<fn En Li\KE
[~ li RRIE R RE EF
8J\SIN













































. TI DAL \'1 A,V!:.
TIDAL WAVE ·DAM~GE
Tt-HW S'T F I),lJl. T .
TJ t'l r3 ER l_ 1NE
T(l~,L\CCO
TOHBOLQ__~ ~ _
.'~TOF~t~·t: [}·O tarvd t7
TORNADO DAMAGE . .
TO\'IEfU NG CUr~UL 1
Tf<M~SVEf~SE F{I,Ul T
TRANSVERSE .VALLEY
TRELL. 1SED DI~ 1\1 N./IGE
TPENCH






ur ~':ELL l l'~G





















_____ ON • ._._
OIL SLICK










PEO HJl/\ l N
PENEPLl\ IN
PENINSULA .
PF R"1AF ROS T
. PTf.Dt·10NT .. ~
"'::-PTË:()t<:O~JT 'PLA l N c'~d1/










. PRE SSUfiE BI DGE
PROTOZO/\NS
CllJMmy .._-':'__'~"_'_'_"_-RADT~l~-Dr<AlN/\GE. P~\ TTERN
\< l\ l UWAO car.dJ..J...
Hl\, iN FOf~EST
f<ld SE f) r~EEF
. Pi\N0ELI\j',1I)
RAPIOS .
f<r-:CT flNGULAR, D,n Al NAGE
~W[) ,T IDE
. ~?'r:f F




RrF T ~ . _
nlr--7"r V/I.lLEY















SE /1. \./ ALL
st=" CON[)M~Y FROi'lT
SEril tJ;E NT
SH~\LL 0','/ \1/ ATD< .
·SHIELO
















. l NSECT OM·ll\GE
, l NSH(H~E ZONf-:
INSEQUENT STREAM ' .
I NTEr<U\C l NG QI~A H~AGE
INTE~MONTANE FLOOR
ItHIWSION















Lt\ TER l Tf: _.~. ~ ~... .__.. __ :-... ..
~ï\TY ù;r~ DR!\ l N/\GF P J.\ TTEF~N
LAVA ~L/7
loFE \'Jt\. VE'
L. H jE M-H': i'J T
L1 TïOi~lIL. CUPRENT




Lor.,;G S t-: O{-< f. 13.l\ R
L (lNG SH()!~f cURI~F.NT
l.UI·1tiÉrdNG AREA', .
Ht\ A~~
1~~RS I·L.. ~ .~._.- -.--.
IJ,IISSIF . u--z.dlf·
~,II\TUJ<[ . STREM·1 .
r~ II TUr~( VI'~GE Tfi. TI ON
HF: /l. DO\'! L)\ND







I·W~,iOCL I Ni\L VALLEY
~·~()r~A l l,jJ\L DEL TI~
HOl< fi. rr;JAL LAKE
This is an example of 5 frçquency t/ibles pre~ented for exposi tory purposes .only ,-





NSS4 1>18S5 1<1886 '. HSS1 . 1
--- ~---------------------------------
l 8 8 3 l ·20
0 23 24. 26 26 99
---------------- ----~--






























































. Cross-tabulati.on prograID E·:LOSD a1101'ls for descriptDr stacking.· Each successive'
descriptor i, j, .f,. rn, n; is nested iTi thin the precedi:ng.'·
Let us take an ex'arnplewi th 2 descriptor:::;: .conifer, deciduous.
~ th band givel3.
Cross-tabulation



























])escriptor stacking provides 4 rows in a faetoria1 rmy.
conifel' "Ti th deciduous 11
conifer "di thout deciduous 10
deciduous 1-ri. thout conifer 01
00
0 3 2 3 8
0' 3 3 3 13
1 1 0 lI] 2
26 25 24 21 96
---------------------------------------------1-----------
Despi te ·f;.J-Je sma11 nUl'llber of images, hlO ceUs at Yflst) marked () and 0
show how advantagcousthis special feature of Ill'·YIX)8D cnn he.
, .
D. 6·
11oreover; .stacldng is per.missible wi th· 2, 3, 4, or 5 descriptors " building .
two-way:t~~les'l'rith respectively . 4, ·8,16;. and" 32·· ro'l-'s. Rows:of zero frequency
· may be deleteo' under co'ntrol of tlie PRomi·f card (punch a zero in column Zn.
~ ..




i j 1 m n
------
.' .~2 1 1 1 1 1
· ïl. 11110
~ .11101
29 1 Il 0 0
28 1 1 0 1 1
. t!7
.1 1 01 0 .
26 1100l.
?5 1 1 0 0 0
24 1 0 1 1 1
2"1 1 b 110
· 22 . . 1 0 10 1
··21.· 1 0 100
20 10011
lq 1 0 0 1 0 24-
18 1 0 0 0 1 ïj 1 m..17 10000
-----~16 o 1 111 1 1'1 1
15 o 1 110 1 LlO·
14 o 110 1 110 1
..>
11 o 1 100 110 0
12 01011 1 0 1 1
.... 23
11 o 1 0 l 0 1 01 0
---
10 . o 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 . i j l .
9 01000 100 0 -----
8 o 0 111 .011.1 111 227 o 0 110 o Ile . l' 1 O,
6 o 0 101 010 1 1 0 1 i j
5 o 0 100 .010 0 ·100
4 o 0 011 001 1 o 1 1 1 1;
'3 o 0 0 1 0 o 0 1 0 010 J.10
'
2 o 0 001 o 0 0 1 001 o 1











.' . .. 9 .7.
SYSTEM AND PRQGRAM CONTROL CARDS


























4 . 1 1 1 :,., 15 OF 29
./i.e/t" t'nt!:' -.Mtè'7-- C-~<i ~ iO(bYJ'1!f;/!réu;!iu:l G{CJ~ly/"t2'J 16' OF 29
f) . I~: i .L /}-'}'J,' /J'1/ 17 OF 29
t' ' 18. OF 29

















IIRU\"j, C Of~S 1DA., TPO 160 9 ORSTO~1
IIASG,T A098Cd321L·
1I~'i0VE A .. , 10
'ICOPIN .AQ'1
l'FREE A.'
IIASG,T 15 .. ,8C,3886L
'IX9T 0 BMDOBD ' /t'YJ1..V~qvj
~ROHLMSIDA__ 11 ~ 1 +1 1 12
:< .A /\1 GES 1 0 1 0 "1 0 1 0 1 0
~ANGES . 10 1 0 l '0 10 1 0
;)AI\!GES 9 1 32 lû' . " ,'. tJ '.. .' .'
_4REL S 1__'_ A é&yv ~--(,(jl/.-.'-cè.1::tirv tf-erdè/ol Gc.dr/r'vI2('1 aLt d'vJ?1-f&-J :
_M1ELS '2 B ,1/ ,'. li,




















8 1 1 ~;;, (;-7.,,!' /l,.e!Ja..~e-C-<vl-c/14 OF, .29
. ,16 OF 29
27 Of 29
,------_._----- ----_.~'-~,_._'-,-." ... ,










10 descriptors.and 22 .stacked descriptors cross-tabulatcd ~dth bands, .
FillB :: DAY-l1EAD BBACH
cmTE = .rx>ASTAL DUNE
GNSH = OOA3TAL r:rARSH




. DCDU :: DECIDUOUS
DmŒ :: DUNE.
LITT = LITTORAL TRANSPORT









Il ASG •T 15. 9 8C, 3886L
"XQT o fit·10080
PROBLMSIDA1 111191+1112 "l1S'21 OF 29
RANGES l' 0 1 0 l', 0 1 0 1 0 2 OF 29
PI\NGES 1 0 1 '0 l ' , 0 1 0 1 0 3, OF 29
R~NGES 9 1 4 1 . 4 Of 29
LARELS 1BYH8 SOF 29
LARELS ~CONE B 6 OF 29
LAPELS 3CM5H C 7 OF 29
LABELS 4CTLN D a'OF 29
LAPELS SCNIFE 9 OF 29
L~R.ÈLS . ACRPL F 10 OF 29
LARELS 7DAM ~ Il OF 29
L~RFLS 80COU H 12 Of 29
L.~8l-'LS 90'UNE 1 13 OF 29
LA9ELS' lOLITT J 14,Of 29
Ll\8ELS Il BAND ; lS OF 29
LA8ELS l?EH X . .., . 16 OF 29
·(11160X,I511)5SX.2IS/15,10X~IS/10X,IS,40X92I5/60X,ISIIl;11130X,IS,39X,1117OF 29
/11111111111) .' 1" 18 OF ~9
TRNGEN 1282. S· 8" , . '. '. . 27 OF 29
SELECT 1111 1 23 4 S 6· 7 8 9 10 12 ! 28 OF 29
FIN 1SH . : . 29 'OF· 29
"FIN
. output on .next 4 pages
1
(4 seconds cru execution time) .
~~"r)(lHI) - Ct.,.nc;s TlIqlJl LiTTn:·1 '""TTH \/I,WIAt{I.F
~Ç-;\L Tri ';C l Fi IC~ (; C(l.M)IIT J :'iG . I--.~ CT LI l Y., IJCL t.
i) 1) (;;4 t F ;'.; r 11 r: F • • .'. • • • S T~) r~ 1
~ (). C+ IJ j. ~ l Jh1.1.. F S· '. '. • , 0 .' l 1.
~,! () ~ () f r. t· S F C, • • • • '. • •• 1 l-i
"If) ~ ('.F T.JI.iGF ~.;' r. fi ')f) (C:) ••• l
~~n. (:r-- \IM-n.'\r:<L~- FI1';!16T ((\:~r:(C;) 2.'
9
~"kll K H~!I ~:C; ');:-IT(',. Cl;.:.> If,. .V J'.':J <,.1 )









H il \JI) O.t! ,





1 * A B 11 ?O
o * 23 ?4 ?~?~ ~~
. **i~~~i}*i~{}*~}~~~}i~~~**i}i}i~~~i}*~~~}~~~~~}~}~~~~~}**~~*
( ] 1> 1 "l t) ··7 q
PM-.f) ? 4 f- i>.
Î,nl.l.!t:tJ () fi 3? 'XI ri
TIlT III (\ oH ;>f.:J i\
1; P flI'J f"j . T() Pd = 1 l q
() )~.I ~ ~{ .1 s rp(J<';<'; Tt,':'.l)L./~TF 1) ",rI T1-1 ~~ A ~ Il) . lh~,
\I.'\~dt\C{IF MllXI,,,I/l.· '1J"IT"-!lJt-.~
? l 0
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~ -~ :;> (, ;> 4. ;> ~
, s or . Q
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. ·1
11
~.' li X l Mil'·' :.! p" J '·.1(11.'
l"
Q l
( } ) ('=- XTI-:(F:·~r-: ~ l (iMT V.l\ LUt_ I~ l< ~)l\· TIn i.lL )
Cli Sl-~ r
1 ~.. 1(1 1~ 11 1? 4H
()
*
?1 17 l i-\ l S 71
(ll) l • S 7 LI
H. 0. r,; [1 ? 4 f-, ~
r: nI. i.Jt,'N 0 fi ':\? ?7 ()
TOTt.1. !I Jl ?y n
<;Qn:·.tn 1 nT 1\1 = l l ~
8!H·lfj !W,
. Vb h 1 ~I.F~ IN'IX l r'll~.1 ~.1J ;·.1 plU~1 ( Ils SPU: IF lEI"")
4 l 0
11 q l
( 4) U:;.X Tf-ln1f ~~ l GHT v't'LUl rs t~l) '" TOft'L)
CTI ~J n
1 ~:.. 4 l~ i 1) 11 2I.J-
l) ..:,:. . ?F ?R le) 1A 9('1
( 11 ) l r.; -, ()
~dHI) ? 4 1-. K
en,. lll-Ù\i 1) () 3? ('7 n
TnT fIl_ n :-:ll ?q ()
I;P :~!·JI·, ToTr'l = l l q
(' l,Il F F" ICi rt)OSC; T !\rH IL ù·l F:t) "Il TH ~- l'.I.!i) \.lQ.
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0 t.. ?7 .>~ ?~ ;J J 9l?
( 1] ) ~ ~ 7 Q
~~A" n 2 4 ~ P
c: () L '.H' 1\1 r) j) 32 27 . (1
Tf) f"L n ·~l f' .:.) 1)
r,o Cll\.ïl TilTIII - l l q
fIg M (, TS (" q:J', C; TL\RlJl '.Tr:n hlJ TH hMI!) OR.
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Po '1 1).
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10 ?A 27 24109
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w. J. Dixon, ed., Health Sciences Computing Fac~~ity, Department of Preyenti~e.
. .
~~edicine and public Ecalth, School of Medicine, Univ~rsityof 'Californ{a,
Los Angeles, 1964.
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'li ( 1) •
AND*.
. AND SU8ROUTINE






AIS 8r·WLJGHT Ta A0, AN[)ED· vI 1TH 8 9 AND THE RESUL T





L AO,*0,B11 GET A
AND AO,{~1,811 AND 'A \<IITH B
S A1.,AO STORE RESULT IN AO





























A IS·~ROUGHT TO AO, OREO WTTH 8, AND· THE RESULT




























v/HERE. L· 1S THE
FUNCTION VALUE:
:FOR A [OUAL ZERO
FOR POS .. A
. FOR NEG. A































R Il EaU Il
AO EQU 12
~ ( 1) •
COMPL* NOP 0






























C SU8ROUTINE TO READ IN LABELS CARDS. STORE THEM
C ",ANn SU8STITUTE NUM8ER5,FOR UNLA8ELED VARIABLES
C NVAR rs TOTAL NUM8ER OF VARIABLES














INCORPECT •. LABEL ',A6,9H IGNORE
"
SUAROUTINE ROLRL(NL8VAR9NVAR~ARRAY) ;'
EQUIVALENCE INTEGER AND FLOATING NAMfS sa THAT INTEGER SURTRACTION







DO l, 1=1 .NVAR
ARRAY(I)=ANUMB(I) ,
IF NO LABELS, r~ETURN:
IF(NLBVAR) ,9~9.2
N=O
',REAO 1 LABELS CARO ,
RE li 0 ( 5, ') J) 1TES T, <I DUM( J) ') 0 U~1 y ( J) ? J =l , 7)"
FORMAT(A3,3X.7(14,A6»
TEST FOR 'LAR' I~ FIRST J COLS.
IF(JTEST-LABEL) 4,6,4
ERROR--PRINT MESSAGE AND QUIT
'l' RIT E ,( 6 , 5 ) ,





,'TEST INDEX. ' IFO, IGNORE. IF ILLEGAL, PRINT
IGNORE EXCEPTTO COUNT






MOVE LA8EL TO AR RAY
ARRAY(~)=DUMY(J)
STEP NUMBER Of VA~IABLES
, N=N+ l'
































49 FORMAT(2SH ERROR ON rAPE ASSIGNMENT) .
END
VERSION OF SEPT.' 2A, ,1963
:006
OF VARIABLE FORMAT CARDS INCORRECTLY SPECIF'
IF(NVF-10)SO,50,10 '
. ,
NUMRER Of VARIABLE FORMATCRDS'.CVFCHCI( SUBROUTINE TO CI-IECK'FOR:PROPER'
SÜRROUTINEVFCHCKINVF) .
. IFI!'JVF) 10.10,20















































































• 15 REMATNOER LESS THAN 7
• AOD 60, OR 70
























,CTRNGEN ,SUf~ROUTl NF. TRNGEN FOR BMOOeO'
, , SUBROUT'LNE TRNGEN(NVG~NVAR)
DHIEf\lSION MRANGX(40) ,MRANG'Y(lOO) ,.JQUTX(SO), LXX(lO) ,
1I0UTY( 50), KPOINT(lOO,40) .,!-1ARGY(lOO) ,MARGX(40),
2 IDA TA ( 1900 0 ) , NEW ( I 00) , t-l MAX (1 0 () ., MM l N ( 1 0 0) ,LEVE l. ( ? 2 j ,
3lTEt·1( 50) ,ASK (120), FMT (120)
C THF FOLLOW l NG ST ATF.MEt-iT (S) HAVE 8EEN MANIJF ACTLJREO BY THE 'H<ANSLA TOR TO
C rOMPENSATE FOR THE FACT THAT EQUIVALENCE aOES NOT REORDER rOMMON---
COMMON ASK , FMT '
COMMON" MRANGY ,JOUTX
COMMON MARGY,MARGX
CoMIv! 0 N ' 1STMn dEND, tI DATA, ,...H·1 AX , ",p,q N
COMt-iON NTOT 1 LHIITY , l.IMITX , ,MAXX', " t),AXY




2IDATA(19000) ',ND/(IOO) ,MMAX(lOO) ,MMIN(IOO)',LEVEl (22),
3ITEM( 50) ,ASK(120), FMT(120)
4 ., LXXnO)






























A DO 1000 J=IS,IE
NV=NV+1 ,
IF(ICOOE*(ICODE-16»402,900,900





30 1F ( IDA TA(J) )' 3 1 , 3·2 , 3 1
3? rOATA(NV)=O·
GO Ta 1000 '.
;31 IDATA(NV)=IOATAeJ)**NB
GO Ta 1000





























. IDA TAeNV) =; U.1 MAXeN8 ) - N~1I NeNB) +1 ~ * eIDA TAeJ) - fvH·H N(K) ) +IDA T'A (M8 ) - ~IMIN ( ,

































, 1050 CONT 1NUE
l~l FOQMAT(A6,I3,12,I3,9I6)
10? FORMAT(ZH IZ92IA,Ilo,II3,3I109I597I6)
lOJ ,FORt"l\T (46HOCARO K ',TRANS ORIG. ORIG. VAF<' (J) /74H NO.
1 VARIABLE CODE' VAR (1) OR Co.NSTANT VJ\R (L) , VAR (M) , "VAR (
2N» ,
4060 FORMATC129HOILLEGAL TRANSGfNERATION CODESPECIFIEO'ON THE CARD LIS





















CCROSS· SUAROUTINE CROSS FORBM008D
SURROUT 1NF: CROSS.'
op.,1 ENS ION MRANGX(4 0) ., MRANGY ( l a0) 9 JOU TX(5 iJ ) .,.
1 l 0 UTy( 5 0) 9 KPOl NT ( 10 0 ? 4 0) 9 Mfi RGY ( l aa) 4 /v! Af< Gx(1. 0) •
? 10 lH A. ( l 9 0 0 0 ) ~ NU'I ( 100) 9 /vI ;., AX ( 100) • M~'II N ( 1a0) .,'LEV EL ( ;:> 2) ,
3ITn,l( 50),J\SK(120). Ft-1T(120) " .
. C THF FOLLOWING STATEMfNT(S)HAVF RFEN MANUFACTURED BY THf TRANSlATOR TO




COMMON ISTART,IEND.IDATA. ,MMAX ,NMIN ,ITEM
CONMON NTOT .' LIMITY , LIMITX 9 MAXX ., MAXY , MINX .
CaNNON MINY 9 NEWX ~ NfWY ., JUNKX ,lOVER ,JUNKXY
COMMON JSTART,JENO ...
DIMENSIONIX(lSOO),IY~1500).MRANGX(~0).,MRAN~Y(100)~JOUTX( sor,
. lIOUTY( 50), KPOINT(100,40) .~~M~GY(100) ,MARGX(L.O),
2 1DATA( l 9 0a0 ) , ~jDI ( l 0 0) , /v1M AX(1a0) , t..l/'..lI N( 1a0) ., LEV EL (? 2) ,









t--I RMl GX( 1 ) := MH~ X
t·1R ANGY( 1 ) =/vI l NY







2 00 3 I=2.LIMITX
] MRANGX(I~=MPANGX(I-l)+l
00 4 1=29 LIMITY
4 MRANGY(I)=MRANGY(I-l)+l
C
. C . INITIALIZATION
C







00 12 LPOINT = ISTART, IEND
IF("IOATA(LPOINT) MAXX) 6,8,7







ITEM(JUNKX) = LPOINT - I5TART + 1
GOT012
C
FI 1F (1DA TA(J ) - "1 AXY) 9, 11 , 7
q·IF(MINY ~. InATA(J» Il,11,7 .









1C) ~" 1\RGY ( 1 ) =0
D016I=I,LIMITX
16 MARGX ( 1 ) =0 .
0017I=I,LIMITY
0017J=l,LIHITX

















, LTMITX , MAXX
, NEWY, JUNKX
101 FOPMAT(9HOVARIABLET3,33H IS CROSS TARULATEO WITH VARIABLET3//)





14() FORMAT(8H TOTAL 1816//)
141 FORMAT(13HOGRAND TOTAL=I6//)
14? FORHAT(3X,I5.9X,T6,10X,I6)
146 FORNAT(19HOVALUES NOT ENTEREO!4)
147 FORMAT(11H CASE NO.SX,AHVARIA8LEI3.SX,8HVARIARLEI3)




154 FOPMAT(61HO(THE FOLLOWING COMPUTATIONS ARE8ASED ON ALL nATA
ITERED/49H EVEN IF SOME ARE EXCLUOED FROM THE ABOVE TABLE).//
225H CORRELATION COEFFICIENT F7.4,/
32(AH MEAN(,I3,2Hl:,FlS.5,3X,3HSO(,!3.2H):,F15.5,/),//)
lSS FORMAT(10H SELECTIONI4,lH-I2//)





CB~1 f) 080 CR O·SS TA8ULAT ION \oJI TH VARIA BLE ST L\ CKING 0ECE~~BER 4 9 1964
oII-I ENS ION MRAN GX (40) 9 MRA:\I GY( 1 0 0 l , JOU TX(50 l '1~! 0 I~0 ( 100) •
1 10 UTy ( 5 0) ; KPOT NT( 10 0 9 40) ,~,1t\PGY ( 100l ,M ARGX(4 0) ,
;: 10 ATA(19000 ) • NE\~ ( 100 l • Ivllv1 fi X ( 100) • ~J1 ~~ 1N ( 10 0 l • LEVEL (? 2 ) .,
3 1Tn·' ( 5 0) , ASK ( 12 0), nn (12 0 l
C THF FOLL()~/HJG STATEMENT (S) HAVE 8EEN r.1ANLJFACTURED 8Y THE TRANSLATOR TO






CO~MON MINY , NEWX
CONNON JSTL\RT.JENO
o1MEN SION 1X ( 1500) , 1Y( 150 0) ,f'.1 RAN GX('t 0 l , MRMJ GY(1 0 0) , JOLI TX( 5 () l ,
110UTy ( 5 0) , 1<' P0 J NT ( 100 , 40 l 9 MAR GY (10 0 l ,toi ARGX (4 0) ,
2IDATACl9000l ,NDJ(100l ,I>1MAX(100) ,MMIN(100) ,LEVEL(22),






EQUIVALENCE (A123,IAl) 9 (R123,I81), (C123,ICll. (E123,IEl), (ASK,NE\'l),1
1 (MRMIGX,FMT (51» 9 (LEVEL.,nH (91» 1
!
~ 1
209 FORMAT(76HI8MD080 CROSS TABULATION WITH VARIABLE STACKING - VERSI
lION OF DEC. 4, 1964/ 1
240H HEALTH SCIENCES COMPUTINGFACILITY,UCLA/14H PROBLEM CODE 7(2H.1
3 )A6,/18H NO. OF VARIABLES 6(2H. )I4./14H NO.' OF CASES R(2H. )[4,/!
l~?4H NO. OF TRNGEN CARO (S) .. 3 (2H.. ) 14, /321-1 NO.. OF VAR 1ABLE FORt-IA T CI





































15q FOR /'0' AT (22 H() NOE NTFÙ .1N THE. Tfi BLE / / )
20S FORMAT(4S~IOCONTROL CARDS INCORRECTLY ORDEREDOR PUNCHED)
214,FORMAT(23H CHI-SQUARE (OF TARLE) F1505,/
14H DF=I5)
~15 FORMAT(26HOCHI-SOUARE NOT COMPUTARLE)
2 0 0 0 FOR MAT (24 H . f'J W·1B ER 0 F RE PLI CA T IONS=15// )
2001 FORMAT(41HVARJABLE MAXIMUM MINIMUM (AS SPECIFIED»
200? FORMAT(IH 16,218)
4001 FORMAT(7X~112A1)
S054 FORMAT(10HOVARIA8LE I3,4H OR I3,31H HAVE PANGE GREATER'THAN LIMITSI
. 1//) .













. DATA Q002H 16HFINISHI
J.\123= (+0002HU









ASSIGN 2115 TO KHIPRN ~
IF(KODE-IA1)201,202~201





























R[,\O . (5,150> (FMT(I) ,I=l,I-1FMT>
DOI10J=19NTOT
REAn (NTt\PF,FHT> (NE~i(I) 9I=1.NVAi~)
D0110I=1,f\JVAR
LL=rHOT';lo l ~tHOT +J
110 IDATA(LL)=NEW(I)
DATA0006HL/6H* 1
ASK (1) = (+Q006HU
DO 4000 1=2,120 .
4000 ASK(I)=ASK(l)









3002 . 1F (!'-1 AD - 1) 9002 , 8 000 , 90 0·2






















t-II NY=W·H N (L OVE)
NOJY=LOVE





































DO 6 6 1=1 9 L IrH TX
66 ITOTAL=ITOTAL+~ARGX{I)











1F (/'1 ARGY ( 1 » 18 0., 1 8 0 9 17 0
170 Jl=Jl+1
~1RMJGY (JI) =f'.'lI~ANGY (1)


















1Ur': ~ r.:- ., , i J.





















StJ fi =FL0AT(HARGY(1) ,} t;1 A1< GX(J) ) /0 l V


















5001 WRtTE (6,FMT)MRANGY(K) ,MARGY(K)








60 LLL T=L H1I TX/?
LLL8=LLLT
GOT065 .





65 WRITE (6 9 13 7 )î~E \~X, (t--l RAN GX ( 2* 1- 1 ) , 1=l , LLLT>
1F(~NAMES)70101700997009
7010 WR1TE (6,701l>!tlORO(NE\'JX), (MRANGX(2*I) d=l,LLLB).
10 17
GO Ta 7012 .
7 0 09 ~IRIT F ( 6 , 13 ~) {M RANGX ( Z* l ) 9 l =1 9 L LU~ )
7012 \mITE (6d39) {'·lAf~GX{2j:·I-·l>,r=l,LLLT>
~JRITE (6,140) (MARG;{ (2*I), I=1,LLL8)



























TOP=FNTOT~:- SUMX y~SU~iX *SUMV






77 WRITE (6,147)NEWY, NEWX
DO 78 I=l,JUNKX
7R loJRITE (6,14?) ITEM{I) ,IOUTY{I) ,JOUTX{I) .








































.The results .obtainecl by cross-tabulation, or sorne l'eauUs at least, lead us to cast
the imago frequenci es in a tim~;.;r3Y layout having n rOfrs and k columns. The rOrTS
. . \.
. .
represent the descriptors used for selection and t~le columns repre8ent the l)Unds~
?-01T consic1er a given l'ow 1. and a g;iven column j
1tt: i~n
At the intersection of ro'iT i 1-ri th column j there la a cc}ll frequency Xij
LUe to computer constrainta






where n = 3(1)11 descriptors
















we Hay wish to test if t.l-tere i's El. diffcrence bah/eentIle baTJ.ds, aS regards to tho·
identification of' tho· 8Hlected dcscriptors. As the invçstigator exmnines
... . .." .
simultaneouBly the images in ·t~le k bands, .thoro in otrone; evidenco in support of
related or matched descript~6ns1 ~pp~q~d to a more questionable independance
behleeu descriptions.
vTe vlÎll cons:tder the distribution-froe S test of Friedrnan, Ke.ndall, Babine;ton-Smi th
.procedure:
1/ The -b"ro-i·ray layout of Xij frcqufmcies 1s replaced by a table of "ri thin-l'OU
ronks, i .0.' from the 101·mst to the highest frequency of each de::;criptor. An r ij
in substituted for eaeh Xij • Average ranks are USt1d for tics.' Furthcnnoro, v,o
note:
goï the number of lied groups wi th clescriptor i
li (letter 1) ta a Biven group of tied frequenciee
tlL the size o'r the J!th tied 'group vri th .descripto~ i
Note that unticd frequencies of'descriptor i are counted as tics of SiZ0 l, Therefore
l ~ fi,~' 9
. 2/ Rank tota18 are. aUl1rlled up for each band
R • =Z 1'.j
.J . 1 11==
The overall meal1 of the ranks :i.e






12 2: (R - n R ) 2j=l' .j. .0
, .
'D..-pression bet1reen oraces is ?,c't'O for each' descriptor ,'Ii thout tied frequencies.
When all descriptors are void of ties, then S' reduces to S
- 3n(k+1)12--- ,---
( k + 1 )
S~· [
nk
4/ Atable of cri tical values at the 1 percent probabilit-y levaI (on1y value 6.0 i8
at the h..i.gher 1evel .028) is tlGCÙ to test SI .. When SI is grenter than critical
value found for given n and k, then SI ia siern.ficant and there is a difference
l)t::";~'1Oen bonds.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 k
'3 6.0 8 0? 10.1 J.5.1 16.8 18~5 20.1
4 7.8 9.'1 11.0 15.1 16.8 18.5 20.1
5 8.3 9.7 11.5 15.1 16.8 18.5· 20.1
6 8.7 10 ..0' 13.'3 1501 '·16.8 1805 20.1
7 8.6 1004 1'3.'3 15.1 '.16.8 18.5 20.1 .
8 9.0 '10.4 13.'3 15.1 1608 18.. 5 20 0 1
9 8.7 11.3 1'1.3 15.1 16.8 18.5 20.1
10 9.0 11.3 n.3 15.1 16.8 18.. 5 20.1 .
11 9.0 11 0 3 1').'3 1501 16.8 18.5 . 20.1
n
Reference
Hollander, .H. and Wolfe, Do A. l J.973] a N"on-o"rmi10.t!'ic sb..ti.stica1 methods o
Wi1ey, l1m/York.
1 .1.1
As an exerc~cc, without ~if,mficance in ranote senning as the imago frequencies
axe small, we will t3ke an example of SiIlall size
n=4
k=4
1/ The t';io";vro.y.layout of frequencies
NSS4 NSS5 101886 . f.1SS7
1 .
descriptors: bay-heac1 beach 8 8 3 l
constal dune 8 6 5 ·4
littoral transport 12 10 6 3
conifer, no decic1uous 4 3 3 31
and the corresponding 1ayout of ranks ! t t;l., t.~1
3.. 5 3.5 2 1 3 2 l 1
4 3 2 1 void
4 3 2 l void
4 2 2 2 2 3 1
2/ O::>lumn totaln are.
and R :: 2.5
••
. . . . . . 8 5
?/ s' i8 computed as explnined above
S' = _-!~_C~~5.5:_~0)=-~_(1~~_=-10~=~_(8_:_~Q~~t_~2_:_~2)2J_' =
4 (4) (5) - ( ~ ) {[( 23 + 13+ 13) - 4J + [( 33 + 13) -~} .
10.5
. 4/ :Enterine- table ID th n = 4 and le ::: 4, 1'TO notice Si i8 greater than cri tica1
value q.? and ,·re concluc1e, for exp0 si tory purpose8 only, that thora i8 a significant
difference beti.,een bands.
C'llapter 12
The S 'l'est P~OB1'run
1>7
A. Giey, négie Infonnatique, Paris, 1974
EN CODE 029 POURRV
****** S-TE5T ******
DIMENSION MASTCO(11),INRO~(9) 9INDESC(A)9TRANK(9),CRITIC(11,9)
nATA ((CRITIC(t,J),l=3?11),J=3.9)/6o.7.8,8.3,8.7,B .. 6?9098.792*9.9
IH~299~39907910o92*10o4,J*11~3,lOo1911o911D596*13o3.,9*1501,9*16.. 8,
29*18.5,9*2001/ (TRANK(J) 9J=1.9)/9*Oo/ T5IZE/Oo/'




F or~ ~ !fiT (5H0~ e == 9 F 8 n 1 ? 1 8t~ ,H} REn~EEN 8Mms )
FOR~AT(SHOS~ =~FB~1937HlS NOT SIGNTFICANT AT THE .01 LEVEL)
REL\I) 1 ?~·l/~STCD,NRO~/?KCOL ~:) PEJ\D,pnrrH AND CHECK THE ~~ASTEf~
PRHIT2.i/'l,STC(),NRO~/?I<COL (Ol AND DH1ENS:CON r.,<.\ROS
l F (NrwH.. l. T• 3 D 1)R 0 NR0 \:j 0 GToI 1 0 0R• t< COL 0 LT 0 3 0 nR0 KCOL li GT Q 9 ) 5 ï 0P
no Il I=},NROW ~ DO ROW DY ROW
READ3,INROW?INDESC ~ READ
PRINT49INOESC?(INROW(J),J=1?KCOL)~ AND PRINT THE CURRENT DATA CARO
F~ = I<COL (N R= RANK
MAXI = -2**34 ~
DO A J=l~KCOL ~ SEARCH THE FREQUENCY FOR R RANK
MAXI ~ MAXO(MAXI,INROW(J» ~
x = 0.. l.iil
00 9 J=l?KCOL l.iil
iF(INRO~/(J).EOoMAXI) X=X+lo . ~ COMPUTE THE SIZE FOR THIS GROUP
CONTINUE ~
TSIZE = X*X*~+TSIZE ~ ADD SIZE POWER 3 Ta TSIZE
q = H-X (ii)
X = (2o*R+X.1.)/2. ~ COMPUTE RANK AVERAGE OF GROUP
f)0 la .J=l'.lI\COL (iil
IF(tNROW(J) .. NE .. MAXI) GOTO 10 ~
lNROW(J) = -2**34 ~ CLEAR FREQUENCIES OF RANK R
TRANK(J). =' TRANK(J).X ~ AOD RANK AVERAGE SY COlUMN
CONTINUE ~
IF(R),97 ~ CONTINUE FOR A LOWER RANK
CONTINUE P AGAIN FOR NEXT ROW
X = 00 (QI
R = NROkJ J}( I<COL -{> 1> 12.. rfil cm~PUTE S 0
DO 12 J=l,KCOL ~
X = (TRANK(J)-R)*(TRANK(J)-R).X ~ .
x = 12.*X/«KCOl~1)*KCOL*NROW-(TSIZE-NROW*KCOl)/(KCOL-l»
IF(X.LT.CRITIC(NROW?KCOL»GOT013 ~ COMPARE S' TO THE CRITICAL VALUE
PRINT59X ~ IF S' IS SIGNIFICANT
STOP (il)




















8 . 8 3 1
8 65 4
12 10 6 3























CONIFER 9 N6 DECIOUOUS
iH} [3EHJEEN BANI1S
